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2020

- Contagious equine metritis (CEM)
  - *Klebsiella pneumoniae*
  - *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*
- Equine viral arteritis (EVA)
- Equine herpesvirus (EHV)
- Equine coital exanthema (ECE)
- Equine infectious anaemia (EIA)
- Dourine
- Guidelines on Equine Influenza
- Guidelines on strangles
- Guidelines on artificial insemination (AI)
INTRODUCTION

This booklet sets out voluntary recommendations to help breeders, in conjunction with their veterinary surgeons, to prevent and control specific diseases in all breeds of horse and pony. It comprises 6 Codes of Practice:

- Venerally transmitted bacterial diseases caused by the contagious equine metritis organism, Klebsiella pneumoniae and Pseudomonas aeruginosa;
- Equine viral arteritis (EVA);
- Equine herpesvirus (EHV);
- Equine coital exanthema (ECE);
- Equine infectious anaemia (EIA).

It also contains guidelines on Streptococcus equi (strangles).

The recommendations within the Codes of Practice are common to France, Germany, Ireland, Italy and the United Kingdom. In addition, numerous countries have used the codes, in translated form, as the basis of their own, national guidelines. The codes have thus become truly international in application. This is especially evident since the release of the EquiBioSafe app.

Any of the above diseases can have devastating consequences. They compromise horse and pony welfare, disrupt breeding activity, cause economic loss to mare and stallion owners and are costly to control.

The diseases are highly contagious. Uncontrolled infection in just one horse or pony can easily be transmitted to others, potentially escalating to local and national outbreaks. With any disease that can spread via the respiratory route, non-breeding stock can become infected, leading to adverse cost and welfare consequences for owners and horses and, potentially, disruption of equestrian activities locally and nationally. Contagious equine metritis, EVA and EIA are notifiable by law and, ultimately, outbreaks on any scale can lead to the country losing its horse export status.
To avoid these consequences, breeders should aim to prevent disease, and control its spread if a case is suspected or occurs, by implementing the recommendations in these Codes of Practice.

If a case occurs, it is important to inform owners of other horses that are at risk of infection through contact, direct or indirect, with the affected horse/precisess so that they can treat their horse and implement measures to stop any further spread of disease to other horses.

The Codes of Practice set out minimum recommendations for disease prevention and control. Breeders should implement additional precautions whenever appropriate to their circumstances, in conjunction with the attending veterinary surgeon. Mare owners are strongly advised to check whether the stallion stud and/or the boarding stud to which the mare is to be sent or any local breeders association, (e.g. in the UK the Newmarket Stud Farmers Association) has any requirements additional to those in these codes.

Throughout the Codes, the term:

- ‘Horse’ includes mares and stallions of any breed of horse or pony.
- ‘Stallion’ includes stallions of any breed to be used for natural mating, teasing or semen collection for AI.
- ‘Breeding activity’ includes natural mating, teasing and collection and insemination of semen.

The introduction of these Codes of Practice since 1977, has resulted in a significant decrease in the incidence of infectious disease outbreaks. It is vital that owners/managers of breeding stock maintain vigilance and follow the Codes, in conjunction with the attending veterinary surgeon, at all times.
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CODE OF PRACTICE FOR CONTAGIOUS EQUINE METEITIS (CEM),
*KLEBSIELLA PNEUMONIAE AND PSEUDOMONAS AERUGINOSA*
THE DISEASES

This Code of Practice covers disease caused by three species of bacteria:

- **Taylorella equigenitalis (the contagious equine metritis organism - CEMO)**
  
  Contagious equine metritis (CEM), caused by this organism, occurs widely in the non-Thoroughbred population, and to a limited extent in Thoroughbreds, in mainland Europe.

- **Klebsiella pneumoniae (K. pneumoniae)**
  
  There are many capsule types of K. pneumoniae, most of which do not cause venereal disease. However, types 1, 2 and 5 may be sexually transmitted. Therefore, when K. pneumoniae is identified from breeding stock, tests to determine the capsule type(s) present must be undertaken.

- **Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa)**
  
  Not all strains of P. aeruginosa cause venereal disease but there is no reliable method to differentiate between the strains. Therefore, all isolates should be considered as potential venereal pathogens.

Both **K. pneumoniae** and **P. aeruginosa** occur sporadically within Europe.

NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES

**Contagious Equine Metritis**

CEM is a notifiable disease in Ireland. If isolation of the CEM organism (CEMO), is suspected or confirmed, the fact MUST be notified to the Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine (DAFM) IMMEDIATELY.
It is advisable for owners, or a person authorised to act on their behalf, to inform the relevant breeders’ association if CEMO is isolated.

**CLINICAL SIGNS**

**MARES**

The severity of disease in mares varies. There are two states of infection:

- The active state in which the main outward sign is a vulval discharge which may range from very mild to extremely profuse;
- The carrier state in which there are no outward signs of infection. However, the mare remains capable of transmitting infection because the bacteria are established on the surface of the clitoris, the clitoral fossa and sinuses and, in the case of K. pneumoniae and P. aeruginosa, sometimes in the urethra and bladder.

**STALLIONS**

Remember: ‘stallion’ means mating stallions, teasers and stallions used for Al

- Infected stallions do not usually show clinical signs of infection but the bacteria are present on their penis, sheath and, in the case of K. pneumoniae and P. aeruginosa, sometimes in the urethra and bladder. These stallions can infect mares during mating, teasing or AI.
- Occasionally, the bacteria may invade the stallion’s sex glands, causing pus and bacteria to contaminate the semen.

**CODE FOR CONTAGIOUS EQUINE METRITIS (CEM) Klebsiella pneumoniae Pseudomonas aeruginosa**
TRANSMISSION OF DISEASE

Infection can be transmitted between horses in any of the following ways:

■ direct transmission during mating;
■ direct transmission during teasing. An infected teaser can transmit disease to mares through contact with his genitalia;
■ indirect transmission during teasing. A teaser can transmit infected vulval discharge between mares through genital or naso-genital contact;
■ transmission to mares if semen used for AI comes from infected stallions or has been contaminated with the bacteria during semen collection or processing;
■ indirect transmission via the hands and equipment of staff or veterinary surgeons who have handled the tail or genitalia of an infected horse.

PREVENTION

The most important means of preventing infection are:

■ establishing freedom from infection before commencing breeding activities;
■ checking that horses remain free from infection during breeding activities;
■ exercising strict hygienic measures during breeding activities. No vaccines against these bacterial diseases are available.

Freedom from Infection

Establishing freedom from infection before, and checking that horses remain free from infection during, breeding activities involves a veterinary surgeon taking samples (‘swabs’) from the genitalia of mares and stallions for testing (‘culturing’) in a laboratory. The laboratory will test for the presence of the CEMO, K. pneumoniae and P. aeruginosa. If the results are negative, the horse is free from infection and breeding activities may take place. If the results are positive, the horse is infected and must be treated, re-tested and cleared. The horse must not be used for breeding activities at this time. If a swab is positive for the CEMO, the Notification Procedures on Page 7 also apply, and an investigation of the source and extent of the disease will be undertaken.

No horse should be used for breeding activities until or unless all swab results are available and negative.
Different types of swab and culture are recommended for different circumstances in this Code of Practice. For further information on the types of swab, taking and submission of swabs, culture and return of results, see ‘Diagnosis’ on Page 14.

Recommendations for establishing freedom from infection in mares and stallions before breeding activities commence, and for checking that horses remain free from infection during breeding activities, are on Pages 10-13.

Hygiene measures

Staff should be made aware of the risk of direct and indirect transmission of infection. They should always wear disposable gloves when handling the tail or genitalia and change gloves between each horse. Separate sterile and, where appropriate, disposable equipment and clean water should always be used for each horse.

Prevention recommendations

These are minimum recommendations. Mare owners should check whether the stallion stud, boarding stud or any local breeders association, has any additional requirements.

**MARES**

After 1st January in any year, and before a mare is mated/teased/inseminated, the following should be undertaken:

- ascertain whether the mare is ‘high risk’ or ‘low risk’ (see Appendix 2);
- complete a Mare Certificate (see Appendix 3) and send it to the stallion owner/manager.
- arrange for a veterinary surgeon to take the appropriate swabs (see protocol below and on page 9) and send them to a laboratory for culture;
- distribute the resulting Laboratory Certificates (see Appendix 4) in accordance with the protocol on page 11.

If the results are negative, the mare is free from infection and breeding activities may commence. If they are positive, she is infected and must not be mated, teased or inseminated until she has been treated and cleared under the direction of the attending veterinary surgeon, and, in the case of the CEMO, in accordance with any DAFM requirements.

**Swabbing protocol for mares temporarily or permanently resident at stallion stud (pre-breeding)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mare status</th>
<th>Type of swab</th>
<th>When/where taken</th>
<th>Culture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td>Clitoral Endometrial</td>
<td>Home premises or stallion stud</td>
<td>Aerobic and microaerophilic Aerobic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>During oestrus at stallion stud</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>Clitoral Clitoral</td>
<td>Before arrival at stallion stud</td>
<td>Aerobic and microaerophilic Aerobic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Endometrial</td>
<td>On arrival at stallion stud</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>During oestrus at stallion stud</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Swabbing protocol for walking-in mares (pre-breeding)

The following applies to mares which will not be resident on the same premises as the stallion, but will be ‘walked in’, either from their home premises or from a boarding stud or by PCR testing. If ‘high risk’ walking-in mares are going to a boarding stud, that stud should either be under the control of, or meet full approval of, the stallion owner/manager. The veterinary surgeons involved should liaise closely to ensure adherence to the Code of Practice and to arrange any additional precautions that may be required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mare status</th>
<th>Type of swab</th>
<th>When/where taken</th>
<th>Culture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td>Clitoral</td>
<td>Home premises or boarding stud</td>
<td>Aerobic and microaerophilic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Endometrial</td>
<td>During oestrus at home premises or boarding stud</td>
<td>Aerobic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>2 x clitoral</td>
<td>During two consecutive oestrous periods. The second should be taken at the boarding stud, if used</td>
<td>Aerobic and microaerophilic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Endometrial</td>
<td>During oestrus at home premises or boarding stud</td>
<td>Aerobic and microaerophilic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Protocol for distribution of Laboratory Certificates

Laboratory certificates relating to pre-breeding swabs taken from mares at the home premises should be sent in advance to the stallion owner/manager and, where appropriate, to the boarding stud. Certificates relating to pre-breeding swabs taken from mares at boarding studs should be sent in advance to the stallion owner/manager.

Before a mare is mated, the owner/manager is advised to request a Laboratory Certificate confirming the stallion’s disease free status in the current breeding season.

(Mare owners/managers should not accept semen for AI in non-thoroughbreds without obtaining evidence that the donor stallion was free from infection when the semen was collected. This evidence would be provided by a Laboratory Certificate confirming the stallion’s disease free status in the current breeding season. When importing semen, it should be accompanied by documentary evidence of freedom from infection with all three bacteria).

If the mare does not conceive on first (or subsequent) matings, and her return to oestrus is normal, she should be swabbed again before being re-mated to check that she is not infected as a result of the previous mating, according to the protocol on Page 12. The mare may be re-mated on the basis of negative swab results. If the results are positive, she is infected and must not be mated, teased or inseminated until she has been treated and cleared under the direction of the attending veterinary surgeon, and, in the case of the CEMO, in accordance with any DAFM requirements.
### Swabbing protocol for mares temporarily or permanently resident at stallion stud (repeat matings)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mare status</th>
<th>Type of swab</th>
<th>When/where taken</th>
<th>Culture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td>Endometrial</td>
<td>During oestrus at stallion stud</td>
<td>Aerobic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>Endometrial</td>
<td>During oestrus at stallion stud</td>
<td>Aerobic and microaerophilic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Swabbing protocol for walking-in mares (repeat matings)

The following swab recommendations apply to mares which will not be resident on the same premises as the stallion, but will be ‘walked in’, either from their home premises or from a boarding stud. If ‘high risk’ walking-in mares are going to a boarding stud, it should either be under the control of, or meet full approval of, the stallion owner/manager. The veterinary surgeons involved should liaise closely to ensure adherence to the Code of Practice and to arrange any additional precautions that may be required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mare status</th>
<th>Type of swab</th>
<th>When/where taken</th>
<th>Culture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td>Endometrial</td>
<td>During oestrus at home premises or boarding stud</td>
<td>Aerobic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>Endometrial</td>
<td>During oestrus at stallion stud</td>
<td>Aerobic and microaerophilic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Protocol for distribution of Laboratory Certificates

Laboratory certificates relating to repeat swabs taken from mares at the home premises should be sent in advance to the stallion owner/manager and, where appropriate, to the boarding stud. Certificates relating to repeat swabs taken from mares at boarding studs should be sent in advance to the stallion owner/manager.

If any mare returns to oestrus at an unusual (especially shorter than normal) time, this may be because she is infected. Repeat clitoral and endometrial swabs should be taken and cultured under aerobic and microaerophilic conditions.

If any mare changes stallions, between matings, repeat clitoral and endometrial swabs should be taken at least seven days after mating by the original stallion and cultured under aerobic and microaerophilic conditions.

These are minimum recommendations. Mare owners should check whether the stallion stud, boarding stud or any local breeders association, has any additional requirements.
STALLIONS

After 1st January in any year and before a stallion is used for mating/teasing/semen collection, the owner/manager should:

- ascertain whether the stallion is ‘high risk’ or ‘low risk’ (see Appendix 2);
- arrange for swabs to be taken by a veterinary surgeon in accordance with the protocol below;
- ensure that a Laboratory Certificate (see Appendix 4) confirming the mare’s disease free status in the current breeding season, and a current Mare Certificate (see Appendix 3) are received for each mare to be mated, teased or inseminated at the stallion’s premises;
- ensure that a Laboratory Certificate confirming the stallion’s disease free status in the current breeding season, is made available to mare owners/managers.

Protocol for swabbing stallions (pre-breeding)

Two sets of swabs (see definition on Page 14) should be taken from all stallions at an interval of no less than seven days and cultured aerobically and microaerophilically. If the results of culture of swabs are negative, the stallion is free from infection and breeding activities may commence. If they are positive, he is infected and must not be used for mating, teasing or semen collection until he has been treated and cleared under the direction of the attending veterinary surgeon and, in the case of the CEMO, in accordance with any DAFM requirements.

The following should be carried out during the breeding season to check that the stallion has not become infected:

‘High risk’ stallions and any other stallion standing on a stud for the first time warrant additional precautions. The first four mares mated with them should be screened for the CEMO, K. pneumoniae (capsule types 1, 2 and 5) and P. aeruginosa by taking a clitoral swab two days after mating. If the mare subsequently returns to oestrus, an endometrial swab should be taken at that time. These swabs should always be cultured aerobically and microaerophilically.

In stallions, bacterial growth of the CEMO is generally more easily recoverable after mating. Swabbing of all stallions after their first few matings in any season should therefore be considered in conjunction with the attending veterinary surgeon. In addition, mid-season swabbing should be considered for all stallions and teasers. These swabs may be examined for the presence of the CEMO only.

Remember: ‘stallion’ means mating stallions, teasers (and in the non-thoroughbred stallions used for AI)
Laboratory diagnosis is essential to confirm the presence or absence of the CEMO, *K. pneumoniae* and *P. aeruginosa* in swabs taken from mares and stallions.

**Types of swab**

**MARES**

There are two types of swab:

**Clitoral swab**: taken at any point during the reproductive cycle to demonstrate whether the clitoral fossa and sinuses are free from infection. In the case of pregnant mares, these swabs may be taken before or after foaling.

In the case of pregnant mares which have had difficult foalings requiring veterinary attention and antibiotic treatments, additional clitoral swabs should be taken after foaling and more than 7 days after antibiotic treatment has finished, in addition to routine endometrial swabs, in order to rule out acquired *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* and *Klebsiella pneumoniae* infections. Providing the pre-foaling clitoral swab was certified negative for Taylorella equigenitalis, the additional post-foaling swab may be cultured aerobically only.

**Endometrial swab**: taken during oestrus from the lining of the uterus via the open cervix to demonstrate whether the uterus is free from infection.

Mare swabs taken for disease prevention purposes should be cultured according to the recommendations on Pages 10-12.

These are minimum recommendations. Mare owners should check whether the stallion stud, boarding stud or any local breeders association, has any additional requirements.

**STALLIONS**

Swabs should be taken from three sites: the urethra, urethral fossa and penile sheath, plus pre-ejaculatory fluid when possible. Separate swabs should be used for each site and cultured aerobically and microaerophilically in all circumstances.

Further information on the collection of equine genital swabs in stud practice for the prevention of venereal diseases as recommended by the Codes of Practice, is available via the ITBA, the Irish Equine Centre, or your Veterinary Surgeon.
Taking swabs

All swabs should be taken by a veterinary surgeon, who should:

- submerge the swabs in Amies Charcoal Transport Medium, which must be within the expiry date, to protect them from the damaging effects of light, which will readily kill any CEMO, *K. pneumoniae* or *P. aeruginosa* present;
- label them clearly to show the date and time they were taken, the horse’s name and the site of swabbing;
- indicate clearly whether aerobic, microaerophilic or both cultures are required;
- submit them to an Approved Laboratory for culture.

Submitting swabs to Approved Laboratories

The Approved Laboratories must set up swabs for conventional microaerophilic culture for CEMO within 48 hours of them being taken from the horse as this organism is short lived, even in bacteriological transport medium. Veterinary surgeons submitting swabs by routine postal services are, therefore, advised not to take swabs on Fridays, Saturdays or Sundays as they may not arrive in time. If weekend or bank holiday swabbing is unavoidable, the veterinary surgeon should ensure that the laboratory is open and able to commence cultures within the 48 hours. In this event, a suitable courier service should be used to deliver the swabs. If a swab does not arrive in time, the laboratory should reject it and advise the veterinary surgeon to repeat the swabbing.

However, time constraints do not apply to swabs submitted to laboratories that are approved to run PCR tests for CEMO as specific DNA from non-viable organisms can be detected for long periods. Experience suggests that swabs cultured aerobically for *K. pneumoniae* and *P. aeruginosa* are not so time sensitive and these organisms have a long life in bacteriological transport medium, as they do in the environment.

Laboratory culture of swabs

Laboratories can culture swabs in two ways: aerobically and microaerophilically (see Glossary). The results of culture will be returned by the laboratory on an official Laboratory Certificate. When planning the timing of breeding activities, breeders and veterinary surgeons should be aware that the results of microaerophilic cultures will not be available for at least seven days. Aerobic swabs require 24 hours (overnight) culture before the initial result can be reported. If these results are satisfactory, ‘low risk’ mares may then be mated. However, final aerobic culture results will not be available for 48 hours (to exclude the possibility of slow-growing *P. aeruginosa* organisms), so mating before these results are available is at the station stud’s own risk.

Other laboratory tests for CEMO

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) testing of swabs for the CEMO is now well established for industry screening purposes. PCR testing is not recognised for import/export testing. Breeders and veterinary surgeons must remember that although PCR test results for CEMO may be available on the same day the sample is received, accompanying aerobic results for *K. pneumoniae* and *P. aeruginosa* will take 48 hours (see above). It is hoped that specific and validated *K. pneumoniae* and *P. aeruginosa* PCR tests will become available. The immunofluorescence test (IFT) for CEMO may be used in addition to culture, although this is only available in France at present.

**CODE FOR CONTAGIOUS EQUINE METRITIS (CEM)**

*Klebsiella pneumoniae* *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*
CONTROL OF INFECTION

If infection with any of the three organisms is suspected in any mare, stallion or teaser on the basis of clinical signs, all breeding activities must cease immediately. The affected horse(s) should be isolated and swabbed by the attending veterinary surgeon.

If T. equigenitalis, K. pneumoniae (capsule types 1, 2 or 5) or P. aeruginosa is subsequently isolated from any mare, stallion or teaser:

1. Stop mating, teasing and collection and insemination of semen immediately;
2. Seek veterinary advice immediately;
3. Isolate and treat the infected horse(s) as advised by the attending veterinary surgeon. In the case of the CEMO, the laboratory will have notified DAFM, who may give directions which must be followed;
4. Arrange swabbing of any at risk horses, as advised by the attending veterinary surgeon or by DAFM;
5. Disinfect all equipment used for breeding procedures;
6. Inform all owners of mares booked to the stallion, including any which have already left the premises;
7. Inform people to whom semen from the stallion has been sent;
8. Inform the relevant breeders’ association;
9. Arrange for one straw from every ejaculate of stored semen from infected and at risk stallions to be tested by a laboratory. If a straw from any ejaculate is infected, all straws from that ejaculate should be destroyed;
10. Any at risk pregnant mare must be foaled in isolation. The placenta must be incinerated. Foals born to these mares should be swabbed three times, at intervals of not less than seven days, before three months of age. These swabs should all be cultured aerobically and microaerophilically;
   ■ Filly foals: swab the clitoral fossa
   ■ Colt foals: swab inside the penile sheath and around the tip of the penis
11. Do not resume any breeding activity until freedom from disease has been confirmed in all infected horses (see below). The approval of the attending veterinary surgeon or, in the case of CEM, DAFM, should be obtained before resumption of breeding activity.

NOTE

The term ‘at risk’ relates to any horse which may have become infected as a result of direct or indirect transmission of the disease

REMEMBER

In any suspected disease situation, the implementation of strict hygienic measures is essential
TREATMENT

Any necessary treatment will be determined by the attending veterinary surgeon.

CONFIRMATION OF FREEDOM FROM DISEASE

Following infection with any of the three bacteria, breeding activities should only be resumed with approval from the attending veterinary surgeon, and in the case of the CEMO, DAFM, who must be satisfied that infected and in-contact horses have been investigated, treated as appropriate and subsequently cleared on the basis of negative swabs.

The first post treatment swabs should be taken seven or more days after the treatment has ended. All post treatment swabs should be cultured aerobically and microaerophilically and all positive isolates of *K. pneumoniae* should be capsule typed where they are identified on post- treatment samples, irrespective of whether pathogenic *K. pneumoniae* was isolated prior to treatment.

MARES

Starting not earlier than seven days after cessation of treatment for infection has ended, three clitoral swabs should be taken at intervals of at least seven days for *K. pneumoniae* (capsule types 1, 2 and 5) or *P. aeruginosa* but for *T. equigenitalis* three endometrial swabs should be taken during the next three oestrous periods and tested by both aerobic and microaerophilic culture and by PCR tests. In respect of maiden mares whose pre-screening clitoral swab was positive for *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* only, three clitoral swabs must be taken but only one endometrial swab is required. All results must be confirmed as negative before any breeding activities resume. If any result is positive, further investigation should be undertaken in conjunction with the attending veterinary surgeon.

STALLIONS

Starting not earlier than seven days after cessation of treatment for infection, three sets of penile swabs should be taken at intervals of at least seven days and negative results confirmed. All results in treated stallions must be negative before any breeding activities confirmed. Thereafter, the first three mares mated or inseminated by the stallion should have clitoral swabs taken three times at intervals of at least seven days, starting two days after mating or insemination. If any of these swab results are positive, breeding activities should cease pending further investigation in conjunction with the attending veterinary surgeon.

The first post treatment swabs should be taken seven or more days after the treatment has ended. All post treatment swabs should be cultured aerobically and microaerophilically.
CODE OF PRACTICE FOR EQUINE VIRAL ARTERITIS
THE DISEASE

Equine viral arteritis (EVA) is caused by the equine arteritis virus (EAV). The virus occurs worldwide in Thoroughbred and non-Thoroughbred populations.

NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES

Under the Order, anyone who owns, manages, inspects or examines a horse must notify the Divisional Veterinary Manager (DVM) of DAFM when:

- they suspect the disease in a stallion, either on the basis of clinical signs or following blood or semen testing;
- they suspect disease, either on the basis of clinical signs or following blood testing, in a mare that has been mated or artificially inseminated within the past 14 days.

DVMs are based in the Animal Health Divisional Offices of DAFM. See Appendix 1 for Animal Health Offices contact information.

Under the Order, DAFM may:

- serve notices prohibiting the use for breeding of the suspect stallion and any semen obtained from it unless permitted under license by a DAFM;
- take samples or obtain information in order to establish whether disease is present and, if so, the extent to which it has spread.

Upon confirmation of disease, Ministers will publish this fact and the name and location of the stallion concerned, followed by similar publicity when the disease has been eradicated.

When statutory powers under the Order are invoked, DAFM will nominate laboratories to undertake the testing of all the samples required for the subsequent investigation.

It is advisable for owners, or persons authorised to act on their behalf, to inform the Irish Thoroughbred Breeders’ Association if EAV is isolated.
CLINICAL SIGNS

The variety and severity of clinical signs of EVA vary widely. Infection may be obvious but there may be no signs at all. Even when there are no signs, infection can still be transmitted and stallions might still ‘shed’ the virus, ie excrete it in their semen. These stallions are known as ‘shedders’ and pose a significant risk of disease transmission if undetected. In pregnant mares, abortion may occur. EVA may, occasionally, be fatal.

The main signs of EVA are fever, lethargy, depression, swelling of the lower legs, conjunctivitis (‘pink eye’), swelling around the eye socket, nasal discharge, ‘nettle rash’ and swelling of the scrotum and mammary gland.

TRANSMISSION OF DISEASE

Infection can be transmitted between horses in any of the following ways:

• direct transmission during mating;
• direct or indirect transmission during teasing;
• artificially inseminating mares with semen from infected stallions or which has been contaminated during semen collection or processing. The virus can survive in chilled and frozen semen and is not affected by the antibiotics added;
• contact with aborted fetuses or other products of parturition;
• via the respiratory route (eg via droplets from coughing and snorting).

The shedder stallion is a very important source of the virus. On infection, the virus localises in his accessory sex glands and will be shed in his semen for several weeks, months or years - possibly even for life. The fertility of shedder stallions is not affected and they show no clinical signs but they can infect mares during mating, or through insemination with their semen. These mares may, in turn, infect other horses via the respiratory route.
The main ways of preventing EVA are vaccination, particularly for stallions and teasers, and the establishment of freedom from infection before breeding activities commence.

**Establishing freedom from infection**

This involves checking the disease status of breeding stock before commencing breeding activities each year. Veterinary surgeons should take blood samples from horses for testing in a laboratory to detect the antibodies that the horse generates in response to infection with the virus. The horse also generates antibodies in response to vaccination against EVA.

The laboratory detects both the presence and the level of antibodies in the blood (‘serological testing’).

If antibodies are not present (‘seronegative’), the horse is not infected and breeding activities may begin.

The presence of antibodies (‘seropositive’) may be the result of:

- active infection;
- previous infection;
- vaccination.

In mares, a rising level of antibody in two or more sequential samples indicates active infection and the mare should not be used for breeding activity. A stable or declining level indicates previous infection or vaccination and the mare can be used safely for breeding activity.

A stallion who is shedding virus in his semen is always seropositive but a seropositive stallion is not necessarily a shedder. Therefore, if a stallion returns a seropositive result, it is important to establish whether he is a shedder (see Appendix 5) before use for breeding activities.

**Vaccination**

Routine vaccination against EVA is particularly recommended for stallions and teasers. In the IRL, routine vaccination of mares is not recommended and emergency vaccination might only be considered in exceptional circumstances involving widespread disease outbreaks. One vaccine is available in the IRL.

Horses that were seronegative before vaccination will become seropositive afterwards. This positive status cannot be differentiated from positive status caused by infection. It is essential, therefore, for breeding and export purposes, to be able to demonstrate that the horse is positive because of vaccination and not infection. This is done by blood testing before vaccination to show that the horse was previously seronegative and keeping a record of the test result, certified by a veterinary surgeon, preferably in the horse’s passport. The vaccine should not be administered until the blood test result is available.

Veterinary advice should be sought on the timing and administration of the vaccine. The current datasheet requirement for the only inactivated vaccine against EVA used in Europe presently is for 6 monthly (not annual) boosters. See Appendix 8 for vaccine details.

All vaccinations (primary course and booster doses) must be recorded in the horse’s passport, by the veterinary surgeon who administered the vaccine. Details should include the date and place where the vaccine was given, and the name and batch number of the vaccine.
Recommendations for prevention - domestic mares

The risk associated with any mare can vary. Decisions regarding the testing of mares visiting stallions should therefore be made in conjunction with the attending veterinary surgeon, according to the circumstances of the individual premises and the mare’s history and contacts with other horses in the past year.

In any breeding season, the safest option is to blood test all mares whether intended for natural mating or AI after 1st January and within 28 days before use for breeding activities. The mare should not be used until the results are available.

- If a mare is seronegative, breeding activities may begin.
- If a mare is seropositive and had not previously been shown to be seropositive, she may be infected and must be isolated immediately. Repeat blood samples should be taken at intervals of at least 14 days and sent to the laboratory that tested the first sample. When the mare is no longer infectious, as indicated by stable or declining antibody levels, breeding activities may begin.
- If a mare was seropositive in a previous year and her current test returns seropositive, breeding activities may begin if the antibody level in the current sample is stable or declining compared to the level in her last test (the laboratory that tested the previous sample should test the current sample). If there is any doubt about the comparison of results, a second test should be done at least 14 days after the first, using the same laboratory. If the antibody level is stable or declining, breeding activities may commence. If it has increased, isolate the mare and consult a veterinary surgeon immediately.

If any mare is seropositive unexpectedly, the in-contacts should be isolated and screened for EVA by blood testing. Any foster mares on the premises should also be tested.

Recommendations for prevention - imported mares

Before importing a mare, veterinary advice should be sought on the incidence of EVA in the exporting country and the following precautions taken when the disease is known or suspected to occur in that country:

- Ensure that the mare is blood tested within 28 days before import and proceed only on the basis of a seronegative result or, if seropositive, of stable or declining antibody levels in at least one further test at an interval of not less than 14 days. Between blood testing and import, reasonable precautions should be taken to minimise the risk of infection, such as segregation from unvaccinated or untested stock.
- Immediately on arrival, place the mare in isolation for at least 21 days. Blood tests should be done immediately and repeated at least 14 days later. If the results are seronegative, or seropositive with stable or declining antibody levels, natural mating or AI may begin. If the results are unexpectedly seropositive, or the antibody level is rising, keep the mare in isolation, do not use her for breeding activities and consult a veterinary surgeon about the next steps.

NOTE
Stallion means mating Stallions, teasers and Stallions used for AI

NOTE
Also see AI guidelines on page 71

NOTE
Under EU law, the importation of known shedder stallions is not permitted
Recommendations for prevention - domestic stallions

After 1st January in any year, all unvaccinated stallions and teasers should be blood tested. Do not use the stallion for breeding activities until the result is available. If the result is seronegative, breeding activities may commence.

If the result is seropositive, notify the DAFM immediately and isolate the stallion while steps are taken to determine whether he is shedding the virus in his semen (see Appendix 5). He must not be used for breeding activities during this time.

If he proves not to be a shedder, he may be used for breeding activities as long as any advice from the veterinary surgeon, and any conditions laid down by the DAFM, are implemented. If he proves to be a shedder, he must remain in isolation until his future is decided. None of his semen should be allowed off the premises and previously released semen should be traced and the recipients notified.

Vaccinated stallions and teasers may be seropositive or seronegative, depending on when the last dose of vaccine was given and whether the horse might have become infected since the protection afforded by the vaccine declined. These horses should be blood tested after 1st January. Do not use them for any breeding activities until the results are available. If the result is seronegative, breeding activities may begin. If it is seropositive, the stallion's history in the past 12 months - including dates of EVA vaccinations, results of pre-vaccination blood testing and any post vaccination testing and contacts with other horses since the last vaccination - should be reviewed in consultation with a veterinary surgeon.

The current datasheet requirement for the only inactivated vaccine against EVA used in Europe presently is for 6 monthly (not annual) boosters. If the EVA vaccination has lapsed or expired, the stallion may be susceptible to infection and seropositive results should be investigated. If there is any possibility that the stallion's seropositive status is the result of infection rather than vaccination, isolate the stallion and notify the DAFM immediately. The stallion should then be tested further to determine whether he is shedding the virus in his semen (see Appendix 5). He must not be used for any breeding activities during this time.

Advice for Owners/Agents of stallions that may be exported either temporarily (shuttle) or permanently

At present, regulations regarding the export of EVA vaccinated stallions to countries outside the EU, such as Australia, are becoming stricter. AQUIS (Australian quarantine agency) require that stallions vaccinated against EVA comply with current OIE guidelines. At present these guidelines state: ‘The horse was isolated and a single blood sample taken not less than seven days after commencement of isolation and testing using a virus neutralisation test as described in the OIE Manual for equine viral arteritis with negative results. The horse was then immediately vaccinated against equine viral arteritis and remained isolated from other equids not of equivalent health status for 21 days immediately after vaccination and has been revaccinated regularly according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.’ Current Artervac booster vaccinations are recommended every 6 months, which may not be compatible with stallions shuttling to Australia and other countries where Artervac does not have a current licence.

This can lead to problems with a stallion maintaining its correct vaccination history. Other countries such as New Zealand and Argentina have slightly differing import requirements at present.
Any vaccinated stallion that fails to meet import or re-import conditions may be subject to semen testing for EVA culture. It is very important to consult a veterinary surgeon as well as possible shipping agencies with regard to possible exportation of stallions to non-EU countries.

Stallion managers accepting mares for ‘walking in’ may wish to seek additional reassurance by requesting pre-visit negative serum EVA antibody test results (in addition to routine pre-season tests), where visiting mares are or may be in contact with ‘at risk’ horses. For Thoroughbred stud farms, this may apply to mares visiting from other stud farms where there is contact with non-Thoroughbred horses.

Recommendations for prevention - imported stallions

The following applies to import of stallions normally resident overseas, returning shuttle stallions and stallions who are normally resident in the UK when they have been overseas for non-breeding purposes but will be used for breeding activities upon return to this country.

Using imported stallions for breeding activities increases the risk of spread of EVA because the disease occurs worldwide and is transmitted readily between horses via the respiratory as well as the venereal route. Under EU law, the importation of known shedder stallins is not permitted. Official testing requirements exist for imported stallions from non-EU countries. However, they may not be adequate to prevent the import of infection. Also, horses can become infected via the respiratory route during transport with other horses. Additional voluntary precautions are therefore advisable.

Before importing a stallion, veterinary advice should be taken on the incidence of EVA in the exporting country. The importer should take the following precautions when EVA is known or suspected to occur in that country:

• Ensure that the horse is blood tested no more than 28 days before import, and since he was last used for mating. If the result is seronegative, importation may proceed. If the result is seropositive, seek veterinary advice before proceeding. Between blood testing and import, reasonable precautions should be taken to minimise the risk of infection, such as segregation from unvaccinated stock.

• Immediately on arrival, place the stallion in isolation for at least 21 days. Two blood samples should be taken, one immediately and the second at least 14 days later. They should both be sent to the same laboratory. If the results are seronegative, breeding activities may commence. If any result is seropositive, notify the DAFM immediately, keep the stallion in isolation and consult a veterinary surgeon about the next steps. The stallion must not be used for mating, teasing or semen collection during this time.

Sport horse stallions

Where stallions are imported, their EVA status should be established if it is decided, after their arrival, to use them for mating or semen collection while they are in the country. The stallion should be isolated for at least 21 days, and blood tested immediately and again at least 14 days later, using the same laboratory each time. If the results are seronegative, breeding activities may commence. If any result is seropositive, notify the DAFM immediately, keep the stallion in isolation and consult a veterinary surgeon about the next steps. The stallion must not be used for mating, teasing or semen collection during this time.
Recommendations for prevention - artificial insemination and embryo transfer

Semen should not be used from any stallion unless that stallion has been tested for EVA according to the previous recommendations for domestic (page 25) and imported (page 27) stallions.

When semen is collected from a stallion:

- The stallion owner/manager must record the dates of movement of the stallion on and off the premises, collection and movement of semen and insemination of mares at the stallion’s premises.

- The disease status of the stallion at the time when the semen was collected must be established by blood testing. If the stallion was seropositive, the semen must not be used unless it can be proved that he was not a shedder (see Appendix 5).

Under EU law, import of semen from shedder stallions is not permitted.

Mare owners planning to use semen from overseas stallions should check the EVA status first. Semen should be accompanied by documentation certifying that the stallion or the semen was tested negative for EVA shortly after the semen was collected in the country of origin. Frozen semen should additionally be tested on arrival in IRL. It is only necessary to test one straw from each ejaculate. If the result is negative, the semen may be used. If it is positive, all straws from that ejaculate should be destroyed. For practical reasons it is not possible to test chilled semen on arrival. Appropriate testing in the exporting country is, therefore, essential. When transferring embryos, whether conceived in the IRL or overseas, the disease status of both the stallion and mare at the time of conception must be established. Mares should have seronegative status, or seropositive status with stable or declining antibody levels. Stallions should have seronegative status, or seropositive status with proof that they are not shedders.

Note

Equine Arteritis virus survives in chilled and frozen semen and is not affected by the antibiotics added

DIAGNOSIS

Because of the variability or the possible absence of signs of EVA, clinical diagnosis is not always possible. Laboratory diagnosis is therefore essential. Laboratories can identify the presence and level of antibodies to the virus by testing blood, and can screen for the actual virus in blood and other samples. Laboratories generally require blood serum for antibody detection and heparinised or EDTA blood (preferably heparinised) or semen for virus detection. Other samples may be required. If in doubt, veterinary surgeons should check with the laboratory.

Where abortion or newborn foal death may be EVA-related, a detailed clinical history of the mare must be sent to the laboratory immediately, together with blood samples from the mare, samples of the placenta and the fetus or carcase for specific examination for the EAV.
If EVA infection is suspected in any horse, stop all breeding activities immediately, notify the DAFM as set out on page 21, isolate the horse(s) concerned and seek veterinary advice about the next steps.

If EVA is confirmed in any mare, stallion or teaser:

1. Stop mating, teasing and collection/insemination of semen, and stop movement of horses on and off the premises immediately;

2. Notify the DAFM immediately as set out on page 21 and seek veterinary advice. Any directions given by the DVM must be followed;

3. Isolate and treat clinical cases as advised by the attending veterinary surgeon and/or DVM;

4. Group the in-contacts away from other horses on the premises and ask the attending veterinary surgeon to take samples for virus detection. When the results are available, separate any healthy horses which have tested negative away from those which have tested positive. Horses which have tested positive should be treated as advised by the attending veterinary surgeon and DVM, and kept in isolation until freedom from active infection is confirmed;

5. Ask the attending veterinary surgeon to screen all other horses at the premises by blood testing. If any of these return positive results, they should be separated from those with negative results, and be treated as advised by the veterinary surgeon and the DAFM. They should be kept in isolation until freedom from active infection is confirmed;

6. Arrange for one straw from each ejaculate of stored semen from infected stallions and their in-contacts to be tested by a laboratory. If any straw is infected, all straws from that ejaculate should be destroyed;

7. Inform:
   - owners (or persons authorised to act on their behalf) of horses at, and due to arrive at, the premises;
   - owners (or persons authorised to act on their behalf) of horses which have left the premises;
   - recipients of semen from the premises;
   - the national breeders’ association;

8. Clean and disinfect stables, equipment, including that used for semen collection and processing, and vehicles used for horse transport. There is a list of approved disinfectants at http://disinfectants.defra.gov.uk/Default.aspx?Module=ApprovalsList_SI (select only ‘General’ for products suitable for EVA).

9. Good hygiene must be exercised. If possible, separate staff should be used for each different group of horses to prevent indirect transmission of infection between the groups;
10. Arrange for the attending veterinary surgeon to repeat the blood testing after 14 days and again every 14 days until freedom from active infection is confirmed. Use the same laboratory for repeat samples as for the first samples. If any of the previously healthy or seronegative horses become ill or seropositive, they should be moved into the appropriate group and treated as advised by the veterinary surgeon and DVM. Testing of these horses should continue until freedom from active infection is confirmed. Seropositive stallions and teaser must be investigated to determine whether they are shedders (see Appendix 5). Those which prove to be shedders must be kept in strict isolation until their future is decided and must not be used for breeding activities during this time.

11. Do not resume any breeding activities or movement on and off the premises until freedom from active infection is confirmed in all infected and in-contact horses. Breeding and movement should only be resumed with the approval of the attending veterinary surgeon and the DVM;

12. Pregnant mares must be isolated for at least 28 days after leaving the premises. Those remaining on the premises should be kept in isolation for at least 28 days after active infection has stopped;

13. Any mares who became infected after their pregnancy began should be foaled in isolation. If in any doubt, consult a veterinary surgeon.

TREATMENT

There is no treatment available for EVA itself, although there may be treatments to alleviate some of the clinical signs. These should be determined by the attending veterinary surgeon.

CONFIRMATION OF FREEDOM FROM DISEASE

Following infection with EVA, breeding activities should only be resumed with approval from the attending veterinary surgeon and the DAFM, who must be satisfied that infected and in-contact horses have been investigated and subsequently cleared of active infection on the following basis:

MARES
Prior to resumption of breeding activities, a mare should have two sequential blood tests taken, at least 14 days apart, and tested in the same laboratory. The first test should be taken 14 days after the appearance of clinical signs or contact with infected horses. If the two tests demonstrate stable or declining antibody levels, breeding activities may resume.

STALLIONS
Prior to resumption of breeding activities, it must be demonstrated that the stallion is not shedding virus in his semen (see Appendix 5). Semen testing must be carried out in a laboratory designated by DAFM.
Veterinary surgeons and horse owners should be aware that the current datasheet requirement for the only inactivated vaccine against EVA used in Europe presently is for 6 monthly boosters and NOT 12 monthly (annual) boosters as was previously the case for this vaccine. See Appendix 8 for vaccine details.

**EXPORT CERTIFICATION**

For official certification purposes, samples for EVA testing must be sent to the Central Veterinary Research Laboratory, DAFM;
Backwestern Campus,
Stacumny Lane,
Celbridge,
Co.Kildare.

**NOTE**

If statutory restrictions have been imposed, the requirements of the supervising DAFM officials must be met in order that the restrictions can be lifted.
CODE OF PRACTICE
FOR EQUINE HERPESVIRUS
THE DISEASE

Equine herpesvirus is a common virus that occurs in horse populations worldwide.

The two most common types are EHV-1, which causes respiratory disease in young horses, abortion in pregnant mares and paralysis in horses of all ages and types, and EHV-4, which usually only causes low-grade respiratory disease but can occasionally cause abortion. Following first infection the majority of horses carry the virus as a latent (silent) infection that can reactivate at intervals throughout life. EHV-3 is a venereal disease that causes pox-like lesions on the penis of stallions and the vulva of mares (Equine Coital Exanthema - see page 53) and EHV-5 is a virus that is currently associated with unusual sporadic cases of debilitating lung scarring (Equine Multinodular Pulmonary Fibrosis) in adult horses.

EHV abortion can occur from two weeks to several months following infection with the virus, reflecting either recent infection or recrudescence (re-activation) of latent infection in a carrier horse. Abortion usually occurs in late pregnancy (from eight months onwards) but can happen as early as four months. Respiratory disease caused by EHV is most common in weaned foals and yearlings, often in autumn and winter. However, older horses can succumb and are more likely than younger ones to transmit the virus without showing clinical signs of infection. It is the continual cycling of EHV respiratory disease in young horses and the periodic reactivation of latent EHV in older horses that maintains the risk of EHV abortion in pregnant mares and EHV neurological disease in horses of all types and ages.

Although EHV-1 may cause outbreaks of abortion, particularly in non-vaccinated mares, EHV-4 has only been associated with single incidents and is not considered a risk for contagious abortions.

Occasionally, EHV-1 can cause paralysis, which ranges in severity from a mild incoordination of the hindlimbs to quadriplegia (total paralysis where the horse is unable to stand). The most important risk factors for this form of disease include animals greater than 5 years of age, season (autumn, winter and spring when animals are more likely to be stabled or UV light levels are low) and perhaps the strain of virus involved. However, although so-called ‘neurological’ strains have been identified, paralytic signs are seen with both these and ‘non-neurological’ strains, so this differentiation cannot be relied upon. Therefore, characterising EHV-1 on the basis of the ‘neurological’ strain marker is not considered useful and control measures should be adopted consistently irrespective of the strain of EHV-1 involved. Clinically, the onset of paralysis may be sudden, with no prior clinical signs of respiratory disease and usually occurs in the second week following infection.
NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES

There are no legal notification requirements for EHV in Ireland although it is advisable to inform the relevant breeders’ association if infection occurs.

Because the disease spreads easily between horses and can have severe consequences, it is very important to alert owners of horses which might be at risk of infection through contact with your horse or premises following an outbreak.

CLINICAL SIGNS

Signs of respiratory disease include mild fever, occasional coughing and discharge from the nose.

Foals born alive but infected in utero are usually abnormal from birth, showing weakness, jaundice, difficulty in breathing and occasionally neurological signs.

They usually die, or require euthanasia, within three days. The most common sign in older foals, usually following weaning, is a nasal discharge. Less commonly, secondary bacterial infection may cause pneumonia.

There are usually no warning signs of abortion caused by EHV. A sudden and unexpected abortion with a sometimes-jaundiced foal enclosed within the placenta (“red bag” placenta), should always be treated with suspicion, the mare isolated and veterinary help sought to confirm or rule out EHV infection without delay.

Horses affected by paralytic EHV often display incoordination of the hind, and occasionally front limbs, urine and/or faecal retention and, in severe cases, recumbency (lying down and unable to stand). These signs may or may not be preceded by initial respiratory signs and there may have been a history of EHV abortion on the premises. A sudden and unexpected incoordinated or collapsed horse should always be treated with suspicion, the horse isolated and veterinary help sought to confirm or rule out EHV infection without delay.

TRANSMISSION OF DISEASE

Infection can be transmitted between horses in any of the following ways:

- EHV respiratory infections are spread most commonly via the respiratory route (e.g. via droplets from coughing and snorting);
- When mares abort with EHV infection, the fetus, fetal membranes and fluids are particularly dangerous sources of infection, releasing large quantities of infectious virus into the local environment, to be inhaled via the respiratory route (particularly when abortions occur in enclosed shared air space environments) and transmission may occur indirectly via attendants and their implements;
- Mares who have aborted or whose newborn foals have died from EHV infection may transmit infective virus via the respiratory route or genital tract and transmission may occur indirectly via attendants and their implements;
Older foals with EHV respiratory disease (‘snotty noses’) and sometimes ataxic horses are highly contagious and can transmit infection to other horses via the respiratory route and by shedding virus into the environment;

- EHV does not travel long distances (greater than 50 metres) as an aerosol so close contact between horses should be minimised by physical separation into smaller group sizes;

- All these sources of infection are intensified when infected horses are stabled, particularly in shared air space stables, e.g., ‘American-type barns’. Evidence from outbreaks linked to this type of stabling suggests that large quantities of infective virus can be released into the surrounding air following any EHV abortion. When this happens at pasture, there is a greater opportunity for dispersal and dilution of the viral ‘cloud’ than if the abortion occurs when horses are stabled. Breeding stock, particularly pregnant mares and their foals at foot should spend as much time as possible turned out in small groups in adequately sized and well managed paddocks and, when essential, in individually ventilated stabling with provision for heads to be out in the fresh air. It is believed that fresh air has beneficial effects on horses’ natural respiratory and immune defence mechanisms. It may help the horse’s natural respiratory defence system to feed hay from the ground.

- Indirect EHV transmission can occur through the environment because the virus may survive for up to a month, once it has been shed by the horse. Very often the circumstances and handling/management of the first case of abortion is critical to the risk of exposure of other animals on the stud to EHV and ultimately whether there are subsequent abortions due to EHV infection. Consequently, stud farms should develop appropriate biosecurity protocols before any major outbreaks of disease with appropriate protective clothing, equipment, utilities and hand washing facilities for staff specifically allocated when abortions occur, in order to prevent indirect spread of infection to other pregnant mares.

The nature of herpesviruses means that all horses can be ‘carriers’ of EHV in a latent form (meaning that horses are not always infectious to others), which can, under conditions of stress, be reactivated, meaning that they may then transmit infection without showing signs of illness. As EHV is a common endemic infection, it is probable that the vast majority of adult horses are latent carriers and as such have the potential to act as a source of reactivated EHV-1. Currently there is no reliable test for carrier status. In carriers, illness (respiratory, abortion or neurological) may become apparent from time to time, especially after stress (particularly travelling and changing of location and social groups) or after suffering another disease. The virus is potentially contagious at these times and maybe transmitted to otherwise healthy but susceptible horses, who may then develop EHV disease.
In late pregnant mares, transport, location, social group change and other types of stress may increase the risk of carrier horses, shedding virus from the nose (often with no accompanying clinical signs of disease in the carrier) as well as the virus crossing the placenta in the pregnant uterus, resulting in fetal infection, leading to abortion. Stud owners and managers should think ahead and group pregnant mares in small group sizes with similar due dates, early in their pregnancies, which can then be maintained without transportation and re-mixing until they foal.

Pregnant mares that arrive from sales or from overseas, following associated transportation and social disruption, should always be considered ‘high risk’ for EHV abortion and should be quarantined and managed accordingly.

**PREVENTION**

The most important ways to prevent EHV infection are good management of breeding stock, good hygiene at all times, especially during breeding activities, and regular vaccination of all equine animals as part of a good biosecurity protocol.

Suddenly stabling pregnant mares who have been out at pasture may precipitate an EHV abortion, even in a vaccinated herd.

**Management of breeding stock**

All horses and ponies, including foals, can be a source of EHV. Breeding stock should, therefore, be managed in ways that will minimise the risk of spread of infection between horses:

- Pregnant mares should be kept separate from all other stock, e.g. young stock (weaned foals, yearlings and horses out of training), non-pregnant horses of all types and ponies;
- Pregnant mares should spend as much time as possible in small groups with similar due dates, out at pasture and should not be stabled, especially in shared air space stabling, unless essential. Larger mare groups in close proximity, particularly in shared airspace stabling, increase the risk of transmission of infection to more mares in the event that there is EHV abortion and/or respiratory EHV infection, potentially overwhelming vaccinial immunity. EHV does not travel long distances as an aerosol so close contact between horses should be minimised by sensible management;
- Where possible, mares should foal at home and go to the stallion with a healthy foal at foot;
- If foaling at home is not possible, pregnant mares should go to the stallion or boarding stud at least 28 days before foaling is due. These mares should be placed in quarantine for 2 weeks and then isolated in small groups with other healthy mares who are at a similar stage of pregnancy. The groups should be as small as possible in order to minimise transmission of infection in the event that EHV abortion and/or EHV respiratory infection occur;
Mares arriving from sales yards or from overseas are particular risks as they are more likely to have recently mixed with other animals of unknown EHV infectious and vaccinial status and should be grouped and isolated away from other pregnant mares;

Isolated groups and individual pregnant mares should be separated as far as possible from weaned foals, yearlings, horses out of training and all other types of non-pregnant horses and ponies. On stud farms, fillies out of training are a particular risk to pregnant mares but the same is true for all young horses;

Pregnant mares should not travel with other horses, particularly mares that have aborted recently;

Any foster mare introduced to the premises should be isolated, particularly from pregnant mares, until it has been proved that EHV did not cause her own foal’s death;

Stallions should wherever possible be housed in premises separate to the mare operations and should be attended by separate dedicated staff, adopting strict biosecurity measures. If it is not possible to have dedicated stallion staff then it is even more important that strict biosecurity measures are adopted to minimise indirect transmission of infection between different horse groups on the stud.

Hygiene

All horses can be potential sources of infection, and the virus may survive in the environment for up to one month, depending on conditions, following excretion by a horse. Good hygiene is therefore essential:

- EHV is destroyed readily by heat and contact with virucidal disinfectants. Stables, equipment and vehicles for horse transport should therefore be cleaned, steam cleaned and then disinfected with an approved disinfectant regularly as a matter of routine and certainly between occupants. Wherever possible virucidal disinfectant should be allowed to dry naturally in contact with surfaces in order to maximise the chance of destroying the virus;

- Staff should be made aware of the risks of indirect (by people) transmission of EHV and hand washing/alcohol sprays should be provided and used, whenever possible, for the use of staff when moving between horses;

- Wherever possible, separate staff should deal with each group of mares. If this is not possible, pregnant mares should be handled first each day in order to avoid the possibility of indirect transmission of EHV from other horses and strict biosecurity measures, including hand washing/alcohol sprays, separate tack, change of clothes etc. are even more important;

- Separate equipment and clean water should be used for each horse or group of horses;

- Foaling staff should wear single use disposable coveralls and a new pair of disposable gloves each time they foal a mare and then must dispose of them safely afterwards.
Vaccination

Specific vaccination of all horses in a herd will raise the level of protection within the population against EHV. Although it will not prevent individual animals from aborting due to EHV infection, experience suggests that vaccination is advantageous in reducing the risk of multiple abortions (so-called ‘abortion storms’) on stud farms. Experience shows that ‘abortion storms’ are much less likely to occur in properly vaccinated pregnant mare populations and specific vaccination is highly recommended. However, because of the nature of herpesviruses and their ability to cause latent (carrier) infections, vaccination will not provide total protection, so good management and biosecurity remain paramount.

It is recommended that a herpesvirus vaccine, licensed for use as an aid in the prevention of both abortion and respiratory disease caused by EHV-1 and/or EHV-4, is used for all horses on stud farms.

It is recommended that all horses resident on a stud farm are fully vaccinated with a primary course followed by regular 6-monthly boosters. Pregnant mares should be additionally booster vaccinated at 5, 7 and 9 months of gestation.

Consult your veterinary surgeon. See Appendix 8 for vaccine details.

DIAGNOSIS

Although it may be suspected on clinical grounds, the presence of EHV can only be diagnosed by a laboratory. Where disease is suspected, the attending veterinary surgeon should take the following samples and submit them to a laboratory:

- Suspected respiratory disease: blood samples and nasopharyngeal swabs;

- Following any abortion, stillbirth or newborn foal death: fetus and placenta or foal carcass for specific post mortem examination for EHV at a suitable pathology facility where spread of infection can be contained, thereby preventing the possibility of further contamination of the stud farm environment and/or personnel;

- Suspected paralytic disease: blood samples and nasopharyngeal swabs. In the event of death, the whole carcass should be submitted (if this is not possible, contact the laboratory to agree appropriate post mortem materials).

Blood samples should be treated with heparin or EDTA to prevent clotting.

A free service is available for the laboratory costs on all aborted foetuses or foals which die within 7 days of birth for breeders in Ireland. Contact the Irish Equine Centre for details. Telephone: 045 866266.

This service is funded by the Irish Foal Levy.
No horse known or suspected to have disease caused by EHV should be sent to a stallion stud or to premises where there are brood mares, particularly pregnant mares.

Where abortion, stillbirth, foal death or illness in a foal within 14 days of birth may be EHV related, the following actions should be taken:

1. Seek veterinary advice immediately;

2. For abortions, stillborn foals and newborn foal deaths:
   - Where it was found, immediately place the aborted fetus and its placental membranes or the dead newborn foal in double wrapped strong leak-proof bags and/or containers, taking care to avoid further contamination of the stud farm environment and/or personnel during transportation;
   - Place the mare in strict isolation;
   - Immediately cordon the area where the aborted fetus and its placental membranes were found to prevent other pregnant mares (including those that the aborted mare has been in contact with prior to abortion) accessing the area and once the material has been safely removed apply liberal amounts of virucidal disinfectant to the area;
   - In conjunction with the attending veterinary surgeon, arrange for appropriate samples (preferably the entire aborted fetus with its placental membranes or the dead newborn foal, carefully doublewrapped in strong leak-proof plastic bags and containers) to be sent to a suitable laboratory for specific examination for EHV. These materials must be handled under strict hygienic conditions;
   - Ensure that the attendant dealing with the aborted material and area has no contact with other horses, especially pregnant mares.

3. For sick, live foals:
   - Place the mare and foal in strict isolation;
   - In conjunction with the attending veterinary surgeon, arrange for samples (usually nasopharyngeal swabs and heparinised or EDTA blood) to be sent in leak-proof containers to a laboratory for specific examination for EHV;
   - Ensure that the attendant has no contact with other horses, especially pregnant mares.

4. Stop horse movements off the premises and do not allow any pregnant mare onto the premises until EHV is excluded as the cause of the abortion, stillbirth, foal death or foal illness;

5. Disinfect and destroy contaminated bedding; clean and disinfect the premises, equipment and vehicles used for horse transport under the direction of the attending veterinary surgeon;

6. If preliminary laboratory results indicate EHV, divide pregnant mares with which the infected mare had contact into smaller groups of similar foaling dates to minimise he spread of any infection and turn them out into isolated paddocks on the same stud farm as the abortion occurred. If the infected mare was already in a small group of pregnant mares, divide the group into even smaller groups, as some may still abort and this may minimise further spread of infection. Any non-pregnant mares with which the infected mare had contact should be maintained as a ‘closed’ group until EHV infection is ruled out.
If EHV is confirmed:

1. Maintain isolation, movement restrictions and hygiene measures for at least 28 days from the date of the last EHV abortion, stillbirth or newborn foal death.

2. Barren mares, maiden mares and mares with healthy foals at foot, can be admitted onto the premises (providing there is no sign of infection at their home premises) but must be kept separate from pregnant mares.

3. Barren mares, maiden mares and mares with healthy foals at foot on the affected premises can be moved 28 days after the last EHV abortion, providing they can be placed in quarantine for 14 days following arrival at their new premises. Serological monitoring at a 10-14 day interval to look for signs of seroconversion during this period is advised.

   It may be possible, under the direction of the attending veterinary surgeon and in consultation with stud owners/managers of where they may move, to move nonpregnant mares earlier than 28 days e.g. for mating if:

   ■ The geography and management of the studfarm (separate staff and utilities, e.g. tractors, feed deliveries and muck disposals) allows for strict isolation of the aborted mare(s). This should include separate access roads, stables and paddocks, with adequate separation between the isolated area and the other mares (see Appendix 6);

   ■ The non-pregnant mares for movement, including for mating as a walking-in mare have been isolated from pregnant mares and handled by separate staff (see Appendix 6) at least from the time of the abortion, stillbirth or newborn foal death;

   ■ Testing of blood samples taken immediately and again 14 days later (in the same laboratory as a paired serological assay) indicates that they have not been infected;

   ■ There is no other clinical or laboratory evidence of spread of infection;

   ■ The owner/manager of the premises (or stallion unit) to which the mare(s) is(are) to be moved understands full details of the EHV infection and, following his/her own veterinary advice, agrees to the move or to allow the mare to walk in.

4. Pregnant mares due to foal in the current season must stay on the premises until they foal a healthy foal;

5. Mares that have aborted must be isolated from other horses for 28 days after abortion and from pregnant mares due to foal that season and mares in early pregnancy for the remainder of that season;

6. Present evidence indicates a low risk of spread of infection if mares are mated on the second (30 days) heat cycle after their EHV abortion. Following veterinary advice further testing may be requested by the stallion owner before mating is allowed.

7. Mares that return home pregnant from premises where abortion occurred the previous season should foal in isolation at home. If this is not possible, the stud to which the mare is to be sent in the current season must be informed so that they can seek veterinary advice and take appropriate managerial and biosecurity precautions.
Walking-in mares

If the stallion unit is separated geographically from the pregnant mares, and is attended by separate staff, walking-in for covering by the stallions can continue unhindered (except for pregnant mares who have aborted or are in contact with an abortion, for at least 28 days following the last abortion). Following mating, the mare(s) involved should be kept isolated from any pregnant mares who are still due to foal that season.

If paralytic EHV is suspected in any horse:

1. Seek veterinary advice immediately;
2. Stop all breeding activities unless (where the paralysed horse(s) is(are) not at the stallion unit) the stallion unit is separated geographically from the pregnant mares, and is attended by separate staff;
3. Stop all movement on and off the premises until paralytic EHV has been ruled out or, if it is confirmed, for at least 28 days after resolution of the last case;
4. Keep the affected horse in isolation with strict barrier nursing and biosecurity;
5. Arrange for separate staff to attend to the paralysed horse(s), using appropriate protective clothing and biosecurity protocols to reduce the risk of spread of infection;
6. In conjunction with the attending veterinary surgeon, arrange for appropriate samples, including the carcasses of dead animals (see ‘Diagnosis’ on page 41) or appropriate samples in leak-proof containers to be sent to a laboratory for examination;
7. Divide horses into small groups in order to minimise exposure in the event that there is EHV infection active among the affected group of animals, keeping pregnant mares separate from all others;
8. Do not allow any pregnant mare onto the premises until EHV has been excluded as the cause of the paralysis;
9. Disinfect and destroy bedding; clean and disinfect premises, equipment and vehicles used for horse transport, under the direction of the attending veterinary surgeon, using appropriate protective clothing and biosecurity protocols.

If paralytic EHV is confirmed, a policy should be decided with the attending veterinary surgeon. This should include screening and clearance of each group before individuals in the group return home. Individuals should then be isolated at home, especially pregnant mares until after foaling. Detailed advice on specific cases can be obtained from the Irish Equine Centre, or specialist equine veterinary practices. An outline control protocol for paralytic EHV is provided below:

- Implement high standard biosecurity and biocontainment procedures as advised by the attending veterinary surgeon;
- Wherever possible attending veterinary surgeons should liaise closely with experts at the Irish Equine Centre and/or specialist equine veterinary practices to discuss the implementation of the control protocol and in particular on decisions when it is appropriate to resume normal operations;
- In the early stages of many paralytic EHV outbreaks it is necessary for an entire premises to be quarantined and tested in order to establish the likely extent of the infection, that may be entirely subclinical (no obvious clinical signs) in some horses. These animals may act as an important source of new infection in susceptible horses;
- The most effective sampling strategy for paralytic EHV involves:
  - Two clotted blood samples taken at a 10-14 day interval from onset of clinical signs for serological testing (antibody levels in the blood),
  - Blood sample taken in heparin or EDTA anticoagulant tubes for virus isolation (during viraemia, when the virus is circulating in the bloodstream),
  - Nasopharyngeal swabs for virus isolation (when the virus is being shed from tissues in the nose and throat);
It is recommended that a second clotted blood sample is taken to detect fourfold or
greater rises in antibody levels (seroconversion) that would indicate infection
occurring at about the time of the first sample (a technique called ‘paired serology’);

Initial laboratory testing may quickly establish that the infection is geographically
restricted to isolated parts of the premises. In these situations it may be possible,
following review of laboratory data and with the approval of the attending veterinary
surgeon and the testing laboratory, to resume normal operations in the non-affected
parts of the premises, usually though with heightened disease awareness and
biosecurity measures in place.

Approval to resume normal operations on the entire premises is made by the
attending veterinary surgeon and the testing laboratory in the light of accruing clinical
and laboratory information.

In all the situations above, communication of and about the EHV infection is extremely important.
Failure to communicate can contribute to spread of infection to the detriment of all owners and
their horses, particularly mare owners.

The owner/manager of the affected horse(s) or premises should inform:

- The national breeders’ association;
- Owners (or those authorised to act on their behalf) of:
  - Mares at the premises;
  - Mares due to be sent to the premises;
- Others:
  - Those responsible for the management of premises to which any horses from the stud are to be sent;
  - Those responsible for the management of premises to which any horses have been sent in the previous 28 days, with the condition that owners of those horses (or those authorised to act on their behalf) must be informed immediately;
  - Those responsible for the management of premises to which any pregnant mares (that have been in-contact after the first three months of pregnancy) have been sent, with the condition that owners of those mares (or those authorised to act on their behalf) must be informed immediately.

**TREATMENT**

No validated specific anti-equine herpesviral treatments are currently available. Any necessary
treatment of clinical abnormalities and complications will be determined by the attending
veterinary surgeon.

Good stud management and vaccination of all horses against EHV-1 and EHV-4 is recommended
as a general principle (see Prevention above). The costs of prevention are likely to be far less
than the costs associated with an abortion storm and significantly less than the disruption
following a single abortion.

When cases of EHV paralytic disease occur, caution must be exercised when considering the
vaccination of previously unvaccinated horses either on the same premises or those that have
recently left. The latter may have had contact with infection and may therefore be in the process
of incubating the disease. Experience suggests that vaccination during the incubation stage
can increase the chances of paralysis.
CODE OF PRACTICE
EQUINE COITAL EXANTHEMA
(EQUINE HERPESVIRUS - 3 INFECTION)
THE DISEASE

Equine coital exanthema (ECE) is a predominantly sexually-transmitted disease caused by infection with equid herpesvirus-3 (EHV-3), a highly contagious but otherwise non-invasive and relatively benign virus. EHV-3 is distinct from the other equine herpesviruses. Typical ‘pox-like’ skin lesions appear on the penis of stallions and the vulva of mares. The virus is endemic most horse breeding populations internationally.

NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES

There are no legal notification requirements for ECE although it may be helpful to inform the relevant breeders’ association if infection occurs.

CLINICAL SIGNS

After an incubation period of 5-9 days, small (1-3 mm) raised papules, which are often not noticed, appear on the skin of the penis of stallions and the vulva of mares. Over 24-48 hours these progress to fluid-filled vesicles, which mature and rupture leaving purulent ‘pox-like’ craterous lesions. These may remain as individuals or may coalesce into a raw or encrusted skin erosion or ulcer, before healing usually by 10-14 days. Secondary infection with bacteria will delay healing and may require local antiseptic or antibiotic treatment. Lesions specifically on the urethral process of the stallion sometimes result in inability/unwillingness to ejaculate.

Signs of systemic illness and genital discomfort are unusual but some stallions become uncomfortable enough to be unwilling to mate until lesions have healed. Some infected stallions take longer to recover and may develop secondary complications. Mares seldom show signs of systemic illness and lesions usually heal within 10-14 days, often leaving white (depigmented) skin scars.

Latent carrier infection occurs in both mares and stallions. These individuals may or may not have shown previously recognisable signs of disease at primary or reinfection and usually do not do so at recrudescence. The anatomical site of virus latency is unproven.
A non-venereal form of EHV-3 infection occurs uncommonly in maiden colts and fillies, causing pyrexia (raised temperature) and very painful coalescing skin lesions around the anus and vulva (in fillies), over the perineum and between the hindlegs and on the scrotum (in colts).

In breeding horses the infection causes no immediate or longer term direct effect on the fertility of stallions or mares, but temporarily disrupts mating schedules while the stallion recovers and becomes no longer infectious. Where infection occurs towards the end of the breeding season, missed mating opportunities may result in reduced pregnancy rates. The virus has not been reported to cause abortion in mares.

**TRANSMISSION OF DISEASE**

EHV-3 is highly infectious between susceptible horses and may be transmitted by direct or indirect genital contact. The virus may be transmitted from subclinically infected animals that have no recognisable signs of skin lesions.

Horses that have recovered from infection and those that showed no recognisable signs of typical skin lesions may become latent carriers of EHV-3. It is believed that the most common source of infection for ECE is the periodic recrudescence of virus (resumption of viral shedding) from a latently infected carrier mare or stallion that does not have clinical signs.

Nasogenital transmission of EHV-3 between mares at pasture and at teasing, with demonstrable nasal, lip and nostril lesions, has been reported. The role of stable flies for potential vulval to vulval transmission is proposed but unproven.

**PREVENTION**

All stallions and mares should be routinely and carefully inspected for signs of papules, vesicles, pustules or ‘pox-like’ craterous lesions on the skin of their penis/prepuce and vulva/perineum before mating proceeds. If there is any suspicion of infection, veterinary advice should be sought before mating is allowed to proceed.

Veterinary surgeons or assistants who are handling the genitalia of infected horses should wear disposable gloves that are changed between horses and veterinary surgeons should use disposable vaginascopes. Utensils such as jugs/buckets and saline solution should not be shared between horses, and disposable paper towels should be used rather than shared sponges.

There is no commercially available vaccine for EHV-3 infection. Although it is unusual for stallions or mares to show signs of infection again after natural infection, it is probable that natural immunity is short-lived as individuals have shown recurrent ECE in sequential breeding seasons.
DIAGNOSIS

A presumptive diagnosis of ECE may be made on the basis of typical clinical signs. Confirmation can be made on the basis of paired serology (rising EHV-3 antibodies in clotted blood samples) with samples collected at the time of first suspicion and 14–21 days later, and tested for EHV-3 neutralising (VN) antibody. A fourfold or greater rise in antibody level between the first (acute) and second (convalescent) samples usually confirms recent EHV-3 activity. ECE cannot be conclusively ruled out on the basis of less than a four-fold rise in antibody titre as VN antibody production may be lower in some cases.

Confirmation of diagnosis may also be made on the basis of isolation of EHV-3 from active lesions, although care should be taken that failure to isolate virus does not necessarily preclude that infection has occurred recently.

TREATMENT

Any necessary treatment for lesions affecting the genitalia or for systemic illness will be determined by the attending veterinary surgeon.

CONTROL OF INFECTION

In horse populations with endemic EHV-3, where occasional reactivations of latent virus with shedding by latently infected carriers is undetectable and therefore unavoidable, early diagnosis and containment of spread of infection is most important. Staff involved with stallion mating management should be trained in the recognition of genital skin lesions characteristic of ECE and what to do should signs be suspected.

When infection is suspected or diagnosed in a stallion, mating should cease until the stallion is confirmed free of disease (see below). This usually takes 10-14 days but may take longer in individual stallions. Although, in stallions with no systemic signs of illness, it may be tempting for managers of busy commercial stallions, with the encouragement of some mare owners, to continue to mate mares, this is inadvisable. This is because the stallion may become sore and unwilling to mate/ejaculate and the potential for development of systemic signs of illness and secondary complications will be increased. In addition, this is likely to slow the stallion’s healing and recovery process, will increase the numbers of mares infected and as such will inevitably increase the numbers of latently infected carriers in the horse population.

When infection is diagnosed in a stallion, all mare owners mated by and booked to that stallion should be informed so that they may ask their attending veterinary surgeon to examine their mares for signs of infection. Mare owners should be warned of the delay that is anticipated before the stallion will be available for mating again.

When infection is diagnosed in a mare that has been mated within 3 weeks, the mating stallion owner/manager should be informed so that he/she may cease mating with the stallion and ask the attending veterinary surgeon to examine the stallion for signs of infection. The stallion owner/manager should then notify owners/managers of other mares mated by that stallion within the previous 3-4 weeks so that their veterinary surgeons may examine for signs of infection. Mating should only recommence when the stallion is free from signs of infection; when reports reveal no signs of infections in other mares that he has mated; and veterinary opinion is that he is not in the stage of incubating the infection.
(Whilst in non-thoroughbreds, ECE should be avoidable by the careful use of artificial insemination (AI) (where allowed by registration authorities) with effective barrier management, the potential for virus spread during AI has not been explored.)

EHV-3 is quickly destroyed in the environment by lipid solvents, detergents, heat, drying and commonly-used disinfectants. Hygienic management of mare examination stocks and handling areas, particularly at covering barns, is important in the prevention of ECE and other sexually-transmitted diseases.

**CONFIRMATION OF FREEDOM FROM DISEASE**

Resumption of mating should be based upon freedom from clinical signs of infective lesions rather than set time periods, as the latter will vary with individual circumstances. However, stallions that are immediately rested and palliatively treated are usually ready for resumption of mating by 10-14 days. Stallions may be considered recovered when any systemic signs of illness have resolved and the penis and prepuce have been thoroughly examined, with the penis erect, and no vesicular or pox-like skin lesions are visible or previously diagnosed lesions have healed over, leaving non-inflamed, smooth scars. The vulvas of mares should be examined thoroughly after washing. No vesicular or pox-like skin lesions should be visible or previously diagnosed lesions should have healed over, leaving non-inflamed, smooth scars.

**EXPORT CERTIFICATION**

ECE is not notifiable by law. However, no horse with clinical signs or recent sexual contact with the disease should be exported.

**The diagnostic tests for EHV-3 are available at the Irish Equine Centre**

[www.irishequinecentre.ie](http://www.irishequinecentre.ie) (Tel: 045 866266).
CODE OF PRACTICE FOR EQUINE INFECTIOUS ANAEMIA
THE DISEASE

Equine Infectious Anaemia (EIA), sometimes known as Swamp Fever, is caused by the equine infectious anaemia virus (EIAV). The virus occurs worldwide, including parts of mainland Europe, in Thoroughbred and non-Thoroughbred horse populations.

NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES

In Ireland, EIA is notifiable by law under the Diseases of Animals Act. (Diseases of Animals Act 1966 (Notification and Control of Animal Diseases) Order 2008 S.I.No. 101 of 2008.)

Anyone who owns, manages, inspects or examines a horse which is affected or is suspected of being affected by the disease must notify the Veterinary Division of the Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine (DAFM) immediately (www.agriculture.gov.ie Tel: 01 6072000).

Notification of suspected disease will result in an immediate automatic stop on the movement of the animals for a period of seven days.

DAFM may declare a premises where disease is suspected to be as an infected place and impose restrictions on horses at those premises. A veterinary enquiry will be carried out to determine if EIA is present. DAFM may enforce measures for vector control and disinfection.

CLINICAL SIGNS

The disease may take an acute, chronic or sub-clinical form and clinical signs are extremely variable.

Outward signs of the acute form include fever, depression, increased heart and respiratory rate, haemorrhaging, bloody diarrhoea, loss of co-ordination, poor performance, ataxia, rapid weight loss, skin swelling and jaundice. Acutely infected horses carry high levels of virus in the blood and are potentially infectious to other horses and donkeys.

The chronic form may be characterised by recurring bouts of fever, depression, anaemia, weakness or weight loss, interspersed with periods of normality.

Any horse displaying severe, unexplained anaemia should be tested for EIA as soon as possible. Sub-clinically infected horses may not show any clinical signs of disease.
TRANSMISSION OF DISEASE

The EIAV is transmitted between horses by transfer of infected blood or blood products. This can occur in the following ways:

■ By insect vectors such as biting flies (including horse, deer and stable flies) and (very rarely) mosquitoes.
■ By administration of infected blood products (including plasma) and unauthorised blood-based veterinary medicinal products.
■ By contaminated veterinary or dental equipment.
■ By other equipment that may become contaminated by blood and act as a vector between animals, e.g. twitches and curry combs.
■ From mare to foal via the placenta, or, rarely, via virus- contaminated colostrum or milk in newborn foals.

Transmission through semen is uncommon but is a potential risk.

Both clinically and sub-clinically affected horses can be a source of infection for other horses, although animals suffering acute disease or recurring bouts of chronic disease are likely to be more highly infectious.

PREVENTION

There is no vaccine available for EIA. Prevention of EIA is therefore based on the establishment of freedom from infection by blood (“serological”) testing.

A blood sample for the EIA test can be collected from the horse at the same time as the blood sample for the EVA test (which should be taken after 1 January and within 28 days before mating).

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PREVENTION

STUD FARMS

In every year, the safest option is to establish freedom of infection, by means of a blood test, in mares, stallions and teasers before breeding activities commence. This includes all resident horses and horses due to visit the premises, prior to arrival.

Mare owners should check the stallion and/or boarding stud’s requirements well in advance of the mare’s date of travel. Stallion studs may require pre-mating EIA testing of all visiting mares, whether or not they have recently or ever visited a country where EIA is endemic or has occurred recently. If testing is required, the blood sample should be taken after 1 January and ideally within 28 days of mating.

The same timing and recommendations apply to pre-season testing of stallions (including teasers) in any year.

The relevant breeders’ association may have additional testing requirements.
Horses intended for travel to countries affected by EIA

Owners should attempt to ensure, as far as possible, that their horse will not come into direct contact with horses at risk of EIA infection while in a country where EIA is endemic or has occurred recently. This includes horses quarantined for EIA, horses at premises that are restricted or under investigation for EIA and horses that do not have a recent negative EIA blood test result.

Horses arriving in or returning from an affected country

The level of risk associated with any particular horse will depend on the management of the horse while it was in the affected country. Depending on the particular scenario, the following recommendations apply:

Horses coming from infected premises or premises under quarantine or investigation for EIA, or that have had contact with any horse considered to be a primary contact in an affected country.

These horses should not be imported and should be prevented from being exported by the affected country’s veterinary authorities.

If, for whatever reason, importation does occur, the event should be reported immediately to DAFM. In all cases, the safest option is to isolate the horse in a vector-proof stable and to blood test the horse at least 30 days after the last known contact or the date of importation. The test should be repeated at 60 and 90 days under the direction of DAFM.

DAFM will decide on the appropriate measures to be taken, having regard to the risk factors involved. Restrictions may be placed on the premises where the horse is located.

Other horses arriving from an affected country

Horses arriving or returning from an affected country that have not visited infected premises or premises under quarantine or investigation, or come into contact with infected horses or primary contacts, have a low risk of infection. The health of the horse should be monitored and veterinary advice sought if there is any cause for concern. It is recommended that these horses are tested for EIA after arrival in this country.

DIAGNOSIS

Due to the variability and possible absence of outward signs of EIA, clinical diagnosis is not always possible. Laboratory diagnosis, through blood testing, is essential.

The laboratory tests the blood sample for the presence of antibodies against EIAV proteins. Detectable antibodies are usually present in the blood 7-14 days after infection and remain present for the rest of the horse’s life.

Diagnosis is primarily by means of the Coggins test (also known as the Agar Gel Immunodiffusion test, AGID).

The Coggins test is currently the only test recognised officially for the purpose of international movement of horses.

An ELISA test for EIA has recently been developed. The ELISA is faster and more sensitive than the Coggins test. Greater sensitivity however, means that the ELISA test can produce occasional false positive results and positive results must therefore be confirmed by the Coggins test.

The Coggins test should always be used to test horses with clinical signs, to test horses that have been in contact with others who have or are at risk of having EIA and for official export certification.
CONTROL OF INFECTION

Control of EIA is primarily by preventing transmission of infection to other horses through insect vector control, avoiding high risk procedures and detection of infected animals and their prompt destruction.

If infection is suspected, or a horse is suspected of having been in contact with an infected horse:

- Stop all movement of horses on and off the premises immediately. Seek veterinary advice.
- Isolate the horse (ideally in a vector-proof stable) and notify DAFM immediately. Isolate any other horses with which the horse has had contact (“in contact” horses).
- Any directions given by DAFM must be followed, including implementation of vector control.
- Treat the horse(s) as advised by DAFM and the attending veterinary surgeon.
- Group all other horses on the premises away from in contact horses until freedom from infection is confirmed.
- Any non-urgent actions that could pose a risk of transmission of infection between horses on the premises (such as non-essential veterinary treatment or non-essential contact with staff) should be halted. For essential treatment, the principle of one syringe/ giving set and one needle/catheter for each horse should be strictly followed.
- Veterinary procedures represent a particular risk. Veterinary equipment must therefore be either destroyed after use or appropriately sterilised.

In addition to DAFM inform:

- Owners (or persons authorised to act on their behalf) of horses at, or due to arrive at, the premises;
- Owners (or persons authorised to act on their behalf) of horses which have recently left the premises;
- The relevant breeders’ association.
- Stables, equipment and vehicles used for horse transport must be cleaned and disinfected.
- Good hygiene must be exercised, including the use of different staff and equipment for each group of horses, where possible. If this is not possible, staff who have handled infected or in contact horses must disinfect their hands and change clothes before handling other horses. If separate equipment cannot be used for different groups of horses, it must be sterilised or appropriately disinfected before each use.
- The virus can survive in blood, faeces and tissue so all such material must be removed and destroyed promptly and surfaces disinfected.

Horses that have come into contact with an infected horse or a horse which is suspected of being infected must be quarantined for a minimum of 90 days post-exposure. Blood testing must be repeated as directed by DAFM until freedom from disease is confirmed.
**TREATMENT**

There is currently no effective treatment for EIA.

Any treatment to alleviate the signs of the disease and otherwise support the horse will be determined by the attending veterinary surgeon, until such time as a positive diagnosis is confirmed by Coggins testing.

**CONFIRMATION OF FREEDOM FROM DISEASE**

Restrictions on the affected premises and/or the horses in it may only be lifted, and any breeding activities resumed, after authorisation by DAFM and approval by the attending veterinary surgeon, who must be satisfied that all in-contact horses have been investigated and found to be negative for EIAV.

Note: If statutory restrictions have been imposed, the requirements of the supervising DAFM officials must be met in order that the restrictions can be lifted.

It should be noted that DAFM does not pay compensation for any restrictions imposed on a premises during investigations or control of EIA.

**EXPORT**

For official export certification purposes, samples for EIA (Coggins) blood testing must be sent to the Central Veterinary Research Laboratory, Backweston Campus, Stacumny Lane, Celbridge, Co. Kildare.

(Tel: 01 6157106)
CODE OF PRACTICE
FOR DOURINE
THE DISEASE

Dourine, also known as maladie du coit or genital glanders, is caused by the protozoan parasite, Trypanosoma equiperdum and is a serious, often chronic, venereally transmitted disease of horses and other equids. Once widespread, dourine has been eradicated from many countries but is still seen in horses in Asia, Africa, South America, southern and eastern Europe, Mexico and Russia. It was reported in June 2011 in Sicily and then just north of Naples, on the Italian mainland. There was evidence based on subsequent testing of blood samples collected in 2010 of subclinical seropositivity to dourine in many regions of Italy.

There is currently no proven long term cure for dourine and so euthanasia is considered the best policy, on grounds of equine health, welfare, and disease control.

NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES

European Council Directive 90/426 of 26th June 1990 makes dourine compulsorily notifiable in the EU. In the Ireland, dourine is also notifiable by law. Anyone who owns, manages, inspects or examines a horse, which is affected or is suspected of being affected by the disease must notify DAFM, www.agriculture.gov.ie (01 6072000).

Under the Order, DAFM may declare the premises where disease is suspected to be an infected place and impose restrictions on horses at those premises.

CLINICAL SIGNS

Clinical signs of dourine are highly variable in manifestation and severity. The disease is characterized mainly by swelling of the genitalia, cutaneous plaques and neurological signs but severity varies with the virulence of the strain, the nutritional status of the horse and stress factors. Clinical signs often develop over weeks or months, frequently waxing and waning with relapses, probably precipitated by stress. This can occur several times before the animal either dies or experiences an apparent recovery. The mortality rate is believed to be in excess of 50%.

Genital oedema and reproductive tract mucopurulent discharges are often the first signs. Mares develop a mucopurulent vaginal discharge, and the vulva becomes oedematous; this swelling may be marked leading to vaginal prolapse and may extend along the perineum to the ventral abdomen and mammary gland and may result in depigmentation, similar to that seen in coital exanthema with EHV-3 infection. Abortion can occur with more virulent strains. Stallions develop oedema of the prepuce and glans penis with paraphimosis in some cases, and can develop a mucopurulent urethral discharge. The swelling may spread to the scrotum, perineum, ventral abdomen and thorax and the affected skin may become depigmented.
Characteristic raised oedematous patches 2-10 cm in diameter (sometimes called ‘silver dollar plaques’) may appear on the skin on the neck, hips, lower parts of the abdomen and particularly over the ribs. These cutaneous plaques usually last for 3 to 7 days and are pathognomonic for the disease, although they do not occur with all infecting strains.

Neurological signs can develop with signs of progressive weakness, incoordination and, eventually, paralysis. Facial paralysis, which is generally unilateral, may be seen in some cases. Conjunctivitis and keratitis are common, and in some outbreaks, ocular disease may be the first sign of dourine and anaemia and intermittent fever may also be found. Dourine also results in a progressive loss of condition and affected animals may become emaciated, although their appetite remains good.

**TRANSMISSION OF DISEASE**

Dourine is caused by the protozoan parasite, Trypanosoma equiperdum, which unlike other trypanosomal infections, is sexually transmitted during natural mating or by artificial insemination (AI) with infected semen. Transmission from stallions to mares is more common, but mares can also transmit the disease to stallions. T. equiperdum can be found in the vaginal secretions of infected mares and the seminal fluid, mucous exudate of the penis, and sheath of stallions. Periodically, the parasites disappear from the genital tract and the animal becomes noninfectious for weeks to months. Transmission is most likely early in the disease process as non-infectious periods are more common late in the disease. Male (jack) donkeys can become asymptomatic carriers and sexually immature jacks that become infected can transmit the organism when they mature.

Rarely, infected mares pass the infection to their foals, possibly before birth or through colostrum and milk, and infections may also be acquired through mucous membranes such as the conjunctivae. There is currently no evidence that arthropod vectors play a significant role in transmission of dourine, but this possibility cannot be ruled out.

**PREVENTION**

There is no vaccine available for dourine. As dourine is primarily a venereal disease, prevention of natural mating or AI with infected horses (stallions or mares) or infected stallion semen is the most important means of control. Prevention of dourine is therefore based on the establishment of freedom from infection and this is done by testing blood for the presence of antibodies against T. equiperdum, which is more reliable than testing for the presence of the protozoan parasite itself.

Any introductions of horses from endemic areas or areas of incursion should be isolated and blood tested for antibodies by complement fixation test (CFT).

Horses in isolation must not be allowed to mate and semen must not be collected or used for AI until negative dourine test results are confirmed. Any seropositive results, or any horses showing clinical signs of dourine should be reported to DAFM and will then be dealt with under official supervision. Dourine should be eradicated from an incursion into a non-endemic area by identification of the source, thorough tracing and testing of all incontacts and euthanasia of infected and seropositive horses.
Stallions or mares should not leave endemic areas or areas of incursion without veterinary confirmation that:

- The horse(s) has/have not been in contact with cases of dourine.
- The horse(s) is/are healthy and show(s) no clinical signs of dourine, prior to leaving.
- Negative CFT blood sample result(s) for dourine, performed by an authorised laboratory, collected within one month of leaving, are certified.

On arrival in an area where dourine does not occur, these stallion(s) or mare(s) should be isolated until repeat negative CFT blood sample result(s) for dourine, performed by an authorised laboratory, collected 10-14 days after arrival, has been obtained. Under no circumstances should the stallion(s) or mare(s) involved be mated and no semen should be collected and used for AI purposes before this reassurance has been obtained.

**DIAGNOSIS**

Due to the variability and possible absence of outward signs of dourine, clinical diagnosis is not always possible and laboratory diagnosis is necessary to confirm diagnoses of dourine.

The complement fixation test (CFT) is the prescribed test for international trade, and has been used successfully in eradication programs. Some uninfected animals, particularly donkeys, often have non-specific CFT reactions due to anticomplementary activity of their serum, thereby rendering results difficult to interpret. Indirect fluorescent antibody tests (IFAT) may help to resolve these cases. Enzyme linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) and agar gel immunodiffusion (AGID) tests have also been used to diagnose dourine. Although no serological test is specific for dourine as cross-reactions occur with other trypanosomes (especially T. brucei and T. evansi), this is not a problem where these infections are all considered to be exotic and requiring eradication.

CFT should always be used to test horses with clinical signs, to test horses that have been in contact with others who have or are at risk of having dourine and for official export certification. In such cases, samples for dourine (CFT) blood testing must be sent to the Veterinary Laboratories Agency, DAFM Backweston.

Definitive diagnosis by identification of the parasite is not undertaken for routine screening as the organisms are extremely difficult to find and are usually not detectable in blood smears. T. equiperdum cannot be distinguished microscopically from T. evansi.

**CONTROL OF INFECTION**

If dourine is suspected in any horse, stop all breeding activities immediately, identify the horse(s) concerned, notify DAFM.

If dourine is confirmed, further action will be controlled by DAFM. Mating, teasing, collection/insemination of semen and movement of horses on and off the premises must stop until the disease outbreak is confirmed to be over. The premises concerned will be subject to official movement restrictions.
Any venereal contacts with confirmed infected horses must be isolated and will be blood tested to determine if they produce antibodies, i.e. to determine if they have become infected.

Inform:
- Owners (or persons authorised to act on their behalf) of horses at, and due to arrive at, the premises.
- Owners (or persons authorised to act on their behalf) of horses that have left the premises.
- Recipients of semen from the premises.
- The national breeders’ association.

T. equiperdum is a parasite, which cannot survive outside a living host. It dies quickly with its host. Various disinfectants, including 1% sodium hypochlorite, 2% glutaraldehyde and formaldehyde, as well as heat of 50-60°C, will kill the parasites in the environment, but their transient life outside the host makes this unnecessary, although good stable hygiene is always recommended.

**TREATMENT**

There is currently no effective treatment for dourine, although treatment has been attempted with quinapyramine sulphate (3 mg/kg, given subcutaneously).

However, T. equiperdum may persist in an asymptomatic carrier form after treatment and apparently recovered treated horses are considered unsafe for breeding purposes.

**CONFIRMATION OF FREEDOM FROM DISEASE**

Restrictions on the affected premises and/or the horses in it may only be lifted, and any breeding activities resumed, after authorisation by DAFM and approval by the attending veterinary surgeon, who must be satisfied that all in-contact horses have been investigated and found to be negative for dourine.

Note: If statutory restrictions have been imposed, the requirements of the supervising DAFM officials must be met in order that the restrictions can be lifted.

**EXPORT CERTIFICATION**

For official export certification purposes, samples for dourine (CFT) blood testing must be sent to the Central Veterinary Research Laboratory, Backweston Campus, Stacumny Lane, Celbridge, Co. Kildare.

**FURTHER INFORMATION FOR VETERINARY SURGEONS**

Email: dleadon@equine-centre.ie

http://www.oie.int/fileadmin/Home/eng/Animal_Health_in_the_World/docs/pdf/DOURINE_FINAL.pdf

http://www.archive.org/details/dourineofhorsesi00mohliala
CODE OF PRACTICE FOR EQUINE INFLUENZA
These guidelines discuss the principles of disease prevention and control for Equine Influenza (EI) and apply to studfarms of all types and sizes. Not to take appropriate steps to follow them, in consultation with attending veterinary surgeons and, where appropriate, expert advice, will undoubtedly increase the risk for introduction of EI onto the studfarm and increase the risk of spread of EI within and from the studfarm. This will potentially compromise animal health and welfare and the successful activities of studfarm businesses, racing and other equine events.

**THE DISEASE**

Equine Influenza (EI) is a highly contagious, rarely fatal, respiratory disease of horses, ponies and other equine animals, caused by the equine influenza virus. Although historically there were two subtypes of the virus: H7N7 and H3N8, for more than 30 years now only the H3N8 subtype has been shown to be circulating and does so now as two distinct clades, known as Florida clades 1 and 2. EI viruses are distinct from the viruses that cause human and avian influenza. EI occurs all over the world with the known exceptions of Australia (where a major incursion occurred in 2007, followed by eradication), New Zealand and Iceland. A major outbreak of EI Florida Clade 1 occurred in north western Europe, including UK, Ireland, France and Germany, in late 2018 and into 2019, mostly involving unvaccinated horses but also some vaccinated horses.

**NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES**

EI is listed in the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) Terrestrial Animal Health Code and countries are obliged to report the occurrence of disease according to the OIE Code. In UK, EI is not notifiable to Defra but it is notifiable to the British Horseracing Authority, under their Rules of Racing (Part 3, 30), when it occurs in horses on licensed racehorse premises, because of its potential to interrupt the racing calendar.

**CLINICAL SIGNS**

Clinical signs of EI are highly variable, relating to infectious dose and immune status, the latter principally governed by vaccination status. In susceptible horses, clinical signs include fever and a harsh dry cough followed by a nasal discharge, in what can become ‘explosive’ outbreaks, rapidly spreading between individuals, with a short incubation period of 1-3 days. Depression, loss of appetite, muscular pain and weakness can occur. Epidemic coughing is always a worrying sign as this is not so commonly seen in association with the other, more common, upper respiratory viral infections of horses.

Clinical signs usually abate within a few days, but complications associated with secondary opportunist bacterial infections (e.g. pharyngitis, sinusitis, pneumonia) sometimes occur. Rarely, some cases progress to pleuropneumonia and may die or require euthanasia on humane
grounds. Young foals appear most susceptible to fatal pulmonary complications, showing severe respiratory distress and failure. Foals have died during the 2019 outbreak in UK. Most infected adult horses recover in seven days to two weeks but in others, especially if not rested, recovery may be prolonged to as much as six months, before they regain their normal health and fitness.

Many fully vaccinated horses that are challenged by field infection show mild or no clinical signs at all. Infected vaccinated horses that do show signs are usually less severely affected than unvaccinated horses and recover more quickly and shed less infectious virus into the environment. Secondary pulmonary complications occur less commonly in challenged vaccinated horses. Clinical experience from outbreaks and evidence from scientific research shows that horses, especially younger ones that receive 6-monthly booster vaccinations, are better protected than those being revaccinated at longer intervals.

**Transmission of Disease**

EI virus is highly infectious, spreading effectively through close contact between animals but it also has the potential to transmit over longer distances via wind-borne spread when viral aerosols are produced during coughing. Live EI virus can also be spread indirectly by people via their hands, clothing, equipment and tack etc., and by the sharing of horse transport and in stables that have not been adequately cleaned and disinfected between animals.

**Vaccination**

Vaccination and a sensible biosecurity policy, in partnership, are the key to best prevention for EI infection.

Vaccination is of primary importance to help safeguard horse health and welfare and to help protect equine businesses. All equine animals in UK should be fully and properly vaccinated as it is our most effective tool in the prevention and control of EI. No vaccines against EI, nor any other infections, are 100% protective and influenza vaccines, for all species, including humans, are recognized to be unable to fully protect against the continual viral genetic changes (‘genetic drift’) that occur naturally. Nevertheless, it is clear that even during the 2018/2019 EI outbreaks reported throughout Europe, including UK, whilst infection did occur in the occasional vaccinated horse, clinical signs were either absent or much milder and infected animals recovered more quickly with fewer cases of secondary pneumatic complications. That being the case, viral shedding and aerosol spread to other horses would have been reduced. It was also clear that horses that were last vaccinated within 6-months of challenge, were at less risk of succumbing to infection, when challenged, than those that were last vaccinated at longer intervals.

It is recommended that all horses resident on all studfarms are fully vaccinated at least in accordance with the datasheet requirement of the specific EI vaccine, as recommended by the attending veterinary surgeon, but recognising that younger animals intended for racing will need to comply with racing’s regulatory requirements for EI vaccination. This will usually include a primary course of 2 doses with an interval of 21 - 92 days between doses, followed by first booster 150 - 215 days after the second primary dose with at least annual boosters thereafter (vaccination schedule recommendations to be confirmed after proposed EI vaccination
harmonisation is finalised). As noted above and following experience in the 2018/2019 outbreak, booster vaccinations are now recommended every 6 months rather than annually (9 calendar months if entering BHA administered property). See Appendix 8 for vaccine details (appendix to be amended after EI vaccination harmonisation is finalised).

It is recommended that in order to provide optimal antibody levels in colostrum that pregnant mares are booster vaccinated for EI approximately 4-6 weeks prior to their predicted foaling date, with their tetanus vaccine booster, using a combined vaccine. Foals that receive adequate maternal antibody should not commence their own vaccination programmes until they are at least 6 months of age when maternally derived antibody from colostrum has adequately declined and will not interfere with the foal’s immune response to vaccination.

Biosecurity

Sensible biosecurity measures based upon a specific risk assessment performed in consultation with the attending veterinary surgeon and, where necessary, others with expert knowledge of equine contagious disease control, are essential to minimize the risk of introduction of infected horses and aerosol or mechanical transfer of infective virus to non-infected horses.

Effective quarantine for new horse arrivals is of major preventive importance. It is clear that during the 2018/2019 EI outbreaks reported throughout Europe, including UK, many reported cases of EI followed the introduction of new horses into stables, some from abroad, some from sales and others from stables elsewhere in UK. Ideally, in-coming horses should be held at a separate location, with dedicated staff, for 10-21 days, during which time they are monitored daily for any clinical signs of all infectious diseases (e.g. raised rectal temperature, nasal discharge, coughing, diarrhoea, skin lesions, inappetence, depression). If these occur, they can be investigated, treated, recovered and proven to be of no further risk of transmission, in isolation, before they are introduced to the main stables. If multiple horses are involved, the whole batch is quarantined and monitored in this manner before being released ‘into the herd’.

For studfarms without separate facilities, an appropriately separated yard or a section of stables should be designated as a quarantine area, under the supervision of the attending veterinary surgeon, with designated staff with appropriate protective clothing and work practices.

If contagious disease is diagnosed in quarantine, the stables and paddocks become an isolation unit (see Appendix 6). For studfarms with only a few horses, introduction of EI means that the whole unit needs to be ‘isolated’ until the infection has taken its course and the horses are recovered and confirmed to be free of disease and no longer constitute a risk of spread to other horses.

On stud farms, pregnant mares, mares with foals at foot and non-pregnant mares should be managed separately, with separate staff and there should be designated quarantine facilities, staff and protocols for incoming horses and for when contagious infections occur, to avoid their spread.

Vaccination and biosecurity measures may help to avoid an epidemic developing and spreading. However, EI infected horses can shed infectious virus before they show clinical signs so significant spread may occur before the first case is diagnosed. Horses may show minimal clinical signs and therefore specific testing (see diagnosis) should be performed without delay, if EI is considered a risk, irrespective of clinical signs.
**Prevention**

Vaccinate all equine animals against EI on the premises.

Quarantine all incoming horses on arrival and monitor for signs of illness/infection.

Isolate all infected horses until confirmed free of disease and no longer a risk of spread to other horses.

Separate staff looking after horses in quarantine and isolation must understand and be equipped to follow appropriate hygiene and biosecurity protocols, as recommended and monitored by the attending veterinary surgeon, with expert advice, where necessary.

**Diagnosis**

Confirmation or rule out of equine influenza virus infection can be performed relatively quickly (same day if samples can be delivered to a prepared laboratory in good time) with the specific polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test. Upper respiratory tract sampling should be performed using special long nasopharyngeal swabs taken by a veterinary surgeon, in a satisfactory manner and placed into specific viral transport media. The PCR test determines whether specific EI viral RNA is present in the test sample, consistent with EI virus infection.

Confirmation or rule out of a specific immune response (antibodies) to EI can be made by the testing of blood (serum) samples collected during the early phase (acute sample) of the infection and then from the same horse 10-14 days later, when the animal is recovering (convalescent sample). A 4-fold or greater rise in specific EI antibody level (titre) in the second blood sample compared to the first (seroconversion) confirms an immunological response to EI infection and suggests a diagnosis of EI if the horse has not been recently vaccinated. However, this test relies on taking two blood samples 10-14 days apart and the interpretation of results for horses that have been fully and recently vaccinated may not be easy to interpret.

Therefore, for the most timely confirmation and rule out of the virus at the time that clinical signs are present or when there is any suspicion of upper respiratory infectious disease, the specific nasopharyngeal swab PCR test is required. Nevertheless, serological (antibody) blood testing may also be helpful in assessing the development of immunity and recovery and/or risk of transmission, in particular circumstances.

**Control of Infection**

Firstly, as soon as clinical signs or risk are suspected, all equine animals on the premises should be swabbed (see diagnosis) to confirm or rule out EI infection and to clarify those that are actively shedding virus. It may then be possible to manage infected/shedding and non-shedding horses into isolated groups to minimise the risk of spread to those that are not yet infected. On studfarms, in particular, not yet infected pregnant mares and mares with foals at foot should be managed separately from the infected group, to try to avoid infection of their foals, who may become more seriously ill (see clinical signs). Stallions should be housed and managed separately from mares and, if not yet infected, biosecurity measures should be in place to avoid their direct or indirect contact with infected mares or other horses.

Vaccinated horses should be additionally vaccinated, if they have not been booster vaccinated within the last 6 months and even if they have, there is research evidence to suggest that additional vaccination may be helpful in controlling an outbreak of EI.

The health and welfare of infected animals should be specifically addressed by the attending veterinary surgeon until recovery from all clinical signs and repeat swabbing confirms no further shedding of virus, demonstrating that all horses are no longer actively infected.
**Treatment**

There is no specific treatment for EI itself, but the attending veterinary surgeon should be consulted and will treat the clinical signs, where necessary, to speed recovery, to minimise viral shedding and to avoid progression to secondary complications. Appropriate early treatment for horses with pulmonary complications is an urgent priority.

**Confirmation of Freedom from Disease**

Following infection with EI, freedom from disease risk is confirmed when all clinical signs have resolved and repeat nasopharyngeal swabbing confirms negative PCR tests, i.e. there is no evidence of further shedding of virus. As a guide, most horses stop shedding virus about 10 days after initial uncomplicated infection.
GUIDELINES ON STRANGLES
Guidelines on Strangles

**THE DISEASE**

Strangles is a disease of the lymph nodes of the equine upper respiratory tract. It is caused by the bacterium Streptococcus equi (S. equi) and is endemic within the horse population in Ireland.

**NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES**

There are no legal notification requirements for strangles although it is advisable to inform the relevant breeders’ associations if infection occurs. (BHA) when it occurs among horses in training.

**CLINICAL SIGNS**

Affected horses typically have a high temperature, cough, poor appetite, nasal discharge and swollen or abscessed lymph nodes of the head, which can appear as open sores. Some infected horses may become very ill and the disease may become fatal if the bacterium spreads to other parts of the body (‘bastard strangles’) or the respiratory tract is occluded by swollen lymph nodes (hence the term ‘strangles’). However, in some horses, a nasal discharge without glandular swelling is sometimes all that is seen.

**TRANSMISSION OF DISEASE**

Direct contact between infected horses is the most obvious means of transmitting the infection but the hands and equipment of staff, farriers or veterinary surgeons can spread it indirectly. The bacterium is discharged (shed) from draining abscesses and the nose, and it may survive in the environment, particularly in water troughs. Good hygiene is therefore essential in controlling the disease. The incubation period is usually about one week but may be longer. Horses incubating the disease may shed S. equi before the onset of obvious clinical signs and so may spread the infection to in-contacts before the first case becomes apparent.

A small but important proportion of horses that have recovered from strangles become persistently infected (most commonly in their guttural pouches) with S. equi for months or even years. These ‘carriers’ are less susceptible to reinfection, and they may have no obvious clinical signs of disease but can intermittently shed S. equi, which can then infect naive horses. These subclinical carriers are probably the most important factor in persistence of infection on premises between outbreaks and can initiate new outbreaks following their inadvertent movement to new premises.
PREVENTION

A live attenuated strangles vaccine has been returning to the market in Europe since 2010, with its availability in different countries occurring at different times. Veterinary advice should be sought to determine whether the vaccine is available and whether its use may be appropriate on the basis of a specific risk assessment.

Ideally, all horses entering any stud or stable premises should be quarantined for a period of 3-4 weeks and monitored closely, particularly in the period immediately after arrival. Any horse that develops a nasal discharge or other signs consistent with strangles should be isolated and tested for the presence of, or exposure to, S. equi.

The strangles blood test can be used to identify horses that have elevated antibody responses to S. equi and have been exposed to this pathogen in the recent past, enabling the identification of potentially infectious animals before or immediately after movement. A further blood test at the end of the quarantine process can be used to identify animals that may have seroconverted since their arrival, consistent with recent exposure to S. equi. It is recommended that in order to prevent inadvertent introduction of strangles onto a premises employing quarantine measures that any quarantine batches that include seropositive animals, as well as those seroconverting whilst in quarantine, not be released until their infectious status has been shown to be negative for presence of S. equi (see Diagnosis below).

DIAGNOSIS

Strangles is diagnosed either directly by detection of S. equi itself or indirectly by detection of rising levels of antibody against S. equi in blood samples, although presence of antibodies against S. equi does not necessarily indicate that an animal is still infectious to other horses.

Direct detection of S. equi is either by laboratory isolation or by qPCR detection of its DNA from nasopharyngeal swabs, abscess contents and/or guttural pouch washes. It should be noted that low bacterial numbers, the concurrent presence of the closely related S. zooepidemicus or recent antibiotic treatment, may make the detection of S. equi by culture more difficult and less sensitive than qPCR.

When taking nasopharyngeal swabs, it is particularly important to sample the back of the pharynx around the opening of the gutteral pouch, using specially designed elongated swabs with enlarged absorbent heads. There is no need to use smaller, guarded swabs as the main purpose of swabbing for strangles is to optimise the chances of detecting the organism if it is present. Shedding of S. equi into the nasopharynx often occurs intermittently, so repeated swabbing is recommended to confirm negative results. S. equi should be more reliably confirmed or excluded following testing by qPCR or culture and qPCR of frank pus from obvious draining abscesses.
The carrier state may be diagnosed or excluded by sequential nasopharyngeal swabs or, preferably, endoscopic examination (‘Scoping’) of the guttural pouches and submission of guttural pouch washes for testing by qPCR alone or by culture and qPCR. A series of three nasopharyngeal swabs, collected one week apart, will result in detection, by positive qPCR, on at least one of the swabs in >90% of carrier horses. As the sensitivity of S.equi detection for identifying guttural pouch carriers on three nasopharyngeal swabs is broadly equivalent to testing bilateral guttural pouch samples and a single nasopharyngeal swab taken on the same one occasion, the latter approach is the recommended sampling protocol for determining infectious status in seropositive, asymptomatic horses.

Although carriers only shed S. equi intermittently, over 90% of carriers maintain specific antibodies in their blood. These antibodies can be detected by a blood ELISA test, which may provide a useful tool to help identify carrier animals. Newly exposed horses take at least two weeks to develop sufficient antibodies to give a positive blood ELISA result and may remain positive for up to six months after recovery. As with all ELISA tests, false negative (7% based on 93% sensitivity) and false positive (<1% based on >99% specificity) results may occur (Robinson et al., 2013). Therefore, results must be interpreted carefully and in the context of the specific situation in which they are being used. Your veterinary surgeon may obtain a more detailed description of the use and interpretation of the strangles blood test from the testing laboratory.

**CONTROL OF INFECTION**

More details on methods for control and eradication of strangles on equine premises are available in the ‘Strategy to eradicate and prevent Strangles (STEPS)’ document, which is accessible at http://www.aht.org.uk/skins/Default/pdfs/steps.pdf.

The spread of S. equi may be limited by the early detection of shedders among newly affected horses and their in-contacts by appropriate testing (see above). Any suspected cases should be isolated immediately.

Young and elderly horses are most susceptible to infection and should be monitored closely. All infected horses and their in-contacts should remain in strict isolation, under the direction of the attending veterinary surgeon, and with the highest possible standards of hygiene.

Regular disinfection of water troughs should be performed in order to minimize the infectious dose that in-contact horses receive and so reduce the severity of disease.

Horses should not enter affected premises unless they can be kept in strict isolation from all possible sources of infection. No infected or in-contact animal should be released from isolation or veterinary supervision until they have been tested conclusively negative for active shedding and the carrier state, as described above.

**TREATMENT**

The treatment of horses with clinical signs of strangles remains controversial and any essential treatment will be determined by the attending veterinary surgeon, who will be best placed to consider all relevant risks. For further advice regarding the treatment of carrier horses please see http://www.aht.org.uk/cms-display/bact_treatment.html
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CONFIRMATION OF FREEDOM FROM DISEASE

Shedding of S. equi usually ends rapidly after complete recovery but may continue intermittently for several weeks after clinical signs have resolved in some carrier horses. Therefore, no convalescent horse or in-contact can be considered free from infection until either three negative nasopharyngeal swabs have been obtained or the horse has been tested negative on bilateral guttural pouch samples and a single nasopharyngeal swab taken on the same one occasion.

Negative results indicate freedom from infection and the carrier state in the large majority of cases, but not all, so vigilance must be maintained. In deciding on the best time to commence testing to confirm freedom from infection after an outbreak of strangles it should be noted that this is likely to be a trade-off between starting sooner and finding a proportion of convalescing horses that continue to harbour S. equi that would if left longer have cleared the infection naturally and starting later and identifying fewer true subclinical S. equi carriers that require treatment and re-testing. Experience suggests that the best compromise is for clearance testing to commence at least four weeks after the last clinical signs of strangles have been observed.

TESTING HORSES PRIOR TO THEIR INTRODUCTION TO NEW PREMISES

More details on methods for prevention of introduction of strangles onto equine premises are available in the 'Strategy to eradicate and prevent Strangles (STEPS)' document (http://aht.org.uk/skins/Default/pdfs/steps.pdf)

Horses entering new premises should be quarantined for 3-4 weeks in case they are incubating diseases such as equine influenza or strangles. With strangles, infected horses may or may not have clinical signs or they may be subclinical carriers. All new arrivals should be examined for signs of illness (high temperatures, dullness, not eating, nasal discharge, swollen or abscessed lymph glands around the head or neck). Any horses with such signs should be immediately isolated and veterinary advice sought.

Routine use of the strangles ELISA blood test during isolation can identify previously infected and potentially infectious horses quickly. Ideally samples should be taken on arrival and after three weeks isolation to check for rising antibody levels (seroconversion) indicating an immune response after exposure to S. equi. If any of the quarantined horses are ELISA blood test positive on either the first or second test then further swab/wash testing (using qPCR or culture and qPCR) is required in order to determine whether the positive animals are carrying S. equi (see Diagnosis above).

EXPORT CERTIFICATION

Strangles is not notifiable by law. However, no horse with clinical signs or recent contact with this disease should be exported.
Following an outbreak of strangles, the best time to detect a carrier horse is a minimum of 30 days after the last clinical signs are seen. Shedding usually ends rapidly after recovery although it may be intermittent in some horses.

Further information for veterinary surgeons:

1. Swabs with extra long shafts and an enlarged absorbent head can be obtained from the Irish Equine Centre.
2. A PCR-based test that detects S. equi DNA is available at the Irish Equine Centre.
3. A strangles ELISA test is available at the Irish Equine Centre.
4. Advice on testing horses prior to their introduction into new premises and at the end of a strangles outbreak is available from the Irish Equine Centre.
GUIDELINES ON ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION (AI)
INTRODUCTION

These guidelines supplement the information contained in the Code of Practice for each specific disease. Please refer to the disease Code for detailed advice and use this section for additional recommendations specific to AI in horse breeding.

All veterinary practitioners and horse breeders who use artificial reproductive techniques are recommended to read the British Equine Veterinary Association (BEVA) Guide to the use of Artificial Insemination in Horse Breeding for further practical advice and information (www.beva.org.uk).

CHECKLIST FOR THE USE OF ARTIFICIALLY INSEMINATED

All of the bacterial and viral venereal diseases which may be transmitted during natural mating can also be transmitted in artificially inseminated semen, be it fresh, chilled or frozen. Owing to the large number of mares that can be inseminated by an infected stallion and the fact that the diseases are endemic in many countries from which semen may be imported, the potential for disease transmission via the use of artificially inseminated semen is significant. It is therefore essential that all semen is accompanied by certification provided by the sender confirming the disease free status of the stallion at the time of collection. It is also essential that no semen is artificially inseminated unless the person performing the insemination can verify the following:

1. For semen originating within the UK (fresh, chilled or frozen)
   A. Each dose of semen must be clearly labelled with:
      i. The name of the stallion;
      ii. The time and date on which the semen was collected;
      iii. The insemination dose per mare;
      iv. The progressive motility of the semen;
      v. The concentration of the (extended) semen.
   B. Each dose of semen must be accompanied by a certificate available to download at http://codes.hblb.org.uk/downloads, stating that:
      i. The stallion has been tested for the CEMO, Klebsiella pneumoniae capsule types 1, 2 and 5, Pseudomonas aeruginosa and equine infectious anaemia according to the current Code of Practice, with negative results after 1st January of the current year.
      ii. The stallion has either been tested seronegative for Equine Arteritis Virus according to the current Code of Practice after 1st January of the current year or has been vaccinated against EVA having been tested seronegative prior to vaccination or has been tested seropositive, is not vaccinated against EVA but has been proven by virus isolation test not to be shedding the Equine Arteritis Virus in his semen.
2. For semen originating outside the IRL (fresh, chilled or frozen)

A. Each dose of semen must be clearly labelled with:

   i. The name of the stallion;
   ii. The time and date on which the semen was collected;
   iii. The insemination dose per mare;
   iv. The progressive motility of the semen;
   v. The concentration of the (extended) semen.

B. Each and every consignment of semen being imported into the IRL from within the EU must be accompanied by a completed intra-community trade certificate (INTRA), the name of the stallion whose semen the certificate relates to and by an original, valid health certificate issued in the country of origin.

C. Each and every consignment of semen being imported into the IRL from outside the EU must be accompanied by a completed Common Veterinary Entry Document (CVEDA) and by an original, valid health certificate issued in the country of origin.

D. It is an option to have a shipment of chilled semen tested by PCR if there is any doubt about its status. Laboratories approved for testing by PCR are listed at http://codes.hblb.org.uk/index.php/page/139.

Use of artificial insemination is not permitted where the progeny is to be registered with the Weatherbys General Stud Book. However, disease spread via AI has the potential to impact on Thoroughbred breeding operations through Thoroughbred/non-Thoroughbred cross breeding.

BIOSECURITY PROTOCOLS FOR AI / SEMEN COLLECTION

Stallions

Collection of semen

1. When collecting semen, the stallion handler, the person in charge of collecting from the stallion and anyone else in the area (for example someone holding a teaser mare) should be suitably clothed including secure shoes/boots, a hard hat, back protector and clothes that cover the arms and the legs. Footwear must be readily disinfected.
2. Stallions must have proof of negative testing for infectious disease (CEM, EVA and EIA) according to the Codes of Practice prior to mounting the phantom mare. If semen is to be exported, you must ensure that you are aware of and conform to the import requirements for the countries concerned with respect to collection facilities and health testing.

3. Stallions should demonstrate that they have no evidence of clinical disease prior to collection.

4. The entire phantom mare and surrounding collection area, including the floor area, must have the ability to be fully disinfected between stallions. The dummy must be disinfected between stallions.

5. A clean, sterilised artificial vagina (AV) should be used for each collection. Ideally, each stallion should have its own AV and lubricant. Separate AVs should be used for collection of semen for UK distribution and for collection for EU/worldwide export. See British Equine Veterinary Association Guide to the use of Artificial Insemination in Horse Breeding for more details (www.beva.org.uk).

6. Clean, sterilised collection jars should be used during each collection process.

**Semen handling**

1. Semen should be handled carefully to reduce external contamination.

2. Gloves, and clean clothing/lab coat should be worn when handling semen.

3. Extenders added to semen should be from a reputable manufacturer and should be used within the ‘use by’ date of the product.

4. Semen extender ingredients must comply with international regulations if semen is to be shipped internationally.

5. If semen is to be shipped outside the IRL, then a separate handling area and a separate AV preparation/cleaning area to the main collection area is required and these areas must be in separate air spaces.

**Semen processing**

1. All equipment used in the processing of semen must be easily cleaned and disinfected between semen samples to prevent lateral spread of disease.

2. All stored samples or samples for transport must be sealed in a manner, which will prevent contamination and spillage.

3. Processing of all semen samples must be documented and such documents must be included in all transported samples.

4. A log of semen processing, storage and transport should be kept to ensure quality control.

5. Semen for export must not be processed in the same laboratory at the same time that non-export semen is being processed and must be processed prior to non export semen.

6. For international export, all stored semen must comply with the import regulations of the country of destination and original health papers must accompany the shipment.

7. Semen stored for export must be stored in a separate room to that being stored for IRL distribution.
Mares

Preparation of Mares

1. Every mare should be tested for CEMO according to the recommendations of the Code of Practice before being inseminated.
2. It is recommended that mare and stud owners familiarise themselves with the Codes for EVA and EIA and discuss any testing requirements with their veterinary surgeon.
3. The mare must be well restrained, preferably in stocks.
4. The vulva and perineum should be thoroughly cleaned to prevent contamination and the tail bandaged.
5. All relevant paperwork of semen to be checked including ORIGINAL health papers if from outside the IRL.
6. All semen samples must have proof of negative testing for infectious disease according to the Codes of Practice as a minimum requirement.

Insemination of Mares

1. Use sterile/unused disposable rectal gloves to reduce contamination.
2. When handling semen, be careful not to contaminate hands or facilities with semen.
3. If using frozen semen, care should be used when handling liquid nitrogen. Gloves and eye protection should always be worn when handling liquid nitrogen, as well as a long sleeve top to protect arms.
4. Keep all containers upright to avoid spillage.
5. Wear gloves and use appropriate forceps to handle frozen semen straws.
6. Use fresh water in clean receptacle to thaw straws.
7. Use clean paper towel to dry straws and minimise risk of contamination.

All equipment should be cleaned and disinfected or disposed of after each use.

FURTHER READING

All veterinary practitioners and horse breeders who use artificial reproductive techniques are recommended to read the British Equine Veterinary Association (BEVA) Guide to the use of Artificial Insemination in Horse Breeding for further practical advice and information (www.beva.org.uk).
Contact information for reporting notifiable disease suspects to Animal Health Offices

There are statutory requirements that suspicion of the notifiable diseases of CEM, EVA and EIA must be reported immediately to the appropriate Veterinary Office of DAFM.

When you telephone your local Animal Health office, tell the switchboard that you are telephoning to report a suspect case of notifiable disease, and ask to speak to the Duty Vet. The Duty Vet is trained to handle reports of notifiable disease and will discuss the case with you. Many reports can be ruled out based on information gathered during this initial telephone conversation.

However, if a notifiable disease cannot be ruled out, the Duty Vet will arrange for a Veterinary Officer to visit the premises, usually within two hours. If considered to be appropriate, restrictions preventing movements on or off the premises, may be served verbally over the phone at this time.

When the Veterinary Officer visits, they will examine the affected animal, together with the other animals on the premises. Disease is often ruled out at this point and restrictions are lifted immediately. If disease cannot be ruled out by this examination and inquiry, then samples may be taken and sent to a laboratory for testing. In this case, restrictions will remain in place until negative laboratory results are obtained – this is often in less than 24 hours. If negative results are obtained then restrictions are lifted immediately.
APPENDIX 2

Definition of ‘High Risk’ and ‘Low Risk’ Mares and Stallions

‘High risk’ mares are:

1. Mares from which the CEMO, K. pneumoniae (capsule types 1, 2 or 5) or P. aeruginosa has been isolated. The ‘high risk’ status will remain until three sets of negative swabs have been taken at three different oestrous periods in each of two years;

2. Mares which have visited any premises on which the CEMO, K. pneumoniae (capsule types 1, 2 or 5) or P. aeruginosa has been isolated within the previous 12 months;

3. Mares arriving from Canada, France, Germany, Italy, the UK and the USA which have been mated during the last breeding season with stallions resident outside these countries;

4. All mares who have been in countries other than Canada, France, Germany, Italy, the UK and the USA within the last 12 months.

‘Low risk’ mares are any mares not defined as ‘high risk’. ‘High risk’ stallions are:

1. Stallions which have not previously been used for breeding purposes;

2. Stallions from which the CEMO, K. pneumoniae (capsule types 1, 2 or 5) or P. aeruginosa has been isolated. The ‘high risk’ status will remain until treatment has been undertaken and required swab results (see Page 14, ‘Confirmation of freedom from disease’) are negative;

3. Stallions which have, in the last 12 months, been at any premises on which the CEMO, K. pneumoniae (capsule types 1, 2 or 5) or P. aeruginosa has been isolated;

4. Stallions which have mated a mare which has not been swabbed negative in accordance with the Code of Practice.

‘Low risk’ stallions are any stallions not defined as ‘high risk’.
This certificate must be completed by the mare owner/manager and be lodged with the prospective stallion owner/manager before the mare’s arrival.

Name of mare: _________________________________________________________

Passport number (where available) _________________________________________

Name and address of owner: ______________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Address of premises where mare currently resides: _____________________________
______________________________________________________________________

In 2017 the above mare boarded* at ___________________________________ stud
whilst visiting ______________________ (stallion) result _______________________

In 2018 the above mare boarded* at ___________________________________ stud
whilst visiting ______________________ (stallion) result _______________________

In 2019 the above mare boarded* at ___________________________________ stud
whilst visiting ______________________ (stallion) result _______________________ 

Additional information including the results of positive bacteriological examinations for the
CEMO, Klebsiella pneumoniae and Pseudomonas aeruginosa at any time:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Name (please print) _____________________________________________________

Signature ___________________________ Date ________________________________

*If no boarding stud was used, provide the name and address of the premises where the
mare resided.
LABORATORY CERTIFICATE
(CERTIFICAT LABORATOIRE)
2020 SEASON

For use only by Approved Laboratories (Laboratoires agréés)

Swabs contained in transport medium and labelled as collected from the stallion/teaser/mare named (Nom du cheval)

________________________________________________________________

Passport number (where available) (Numéro SIRE/carnet signalétique) __________________

from the following sites (Prélèvements effectués) __________________________________________

were submitted by (Nom du vétérinaire ayant effectué les prélèvements) ____________________

for bacteriological examination on (date[s]) (Fait le) ____________________

I (Je) __________________________________​

of (Laboratory) (Nom du laboratoire agréé) ____________________

 certify that the above swabs were examined by (Le/la sousigné/e atteste que les prélèvements mis en culture):

☐ aerobic culture only (culture d’aérobie seulement)
☐ aerobic and microaerophilic (culture d’aérobie et microanaérobie)

with the following results (ont livré les résultats suivants)

- *Taylorella equigenitalis (CEMO)*
  - (Métrite contagieuse des Equidés)
  - ☐ POSITIVE positif ☐ NEGATIVE négatif

- *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* (Pseudomonas aeruginosa)
  - ☐ POSITIVE positif ☐ NEGATIVE négatif

- *Klebsiella pneumoniae* (Klebsiella pneumoniae)
  - ☐ POSITIVE† positif† ☐ NEGATIVE négatif

Where K. pneumoniae was isolated, capsule type(s) identified were __________________

Type(s) capsulaire(s)

Name and qualifications (Responsable du laboratoire agréé) (please print) ____________________

Signature ___________________________ Date ___________________

Laboratory name and address (Nom et adresse du laboratoire agréé) _______________________

*An Approved Laboratory is one approved by DAFM.

†In the event of a positive Klebsiella pneumoniae isolate, capsule typing should be performed and the results detailed to aid the determination of potential venereal pathogenicity.
Identifying EAV Shedding Stallions

When a seropositive stallion is identified, it is vital to establish whether he is shedding the equine arteritis virus (EAV) in his semen. If so, he is a primary source of infection. He must be kept in strict isolation for at least 28 days while the following methods are used under the direction of the attending veterinary surgeon and DAFM to determine whether he is a shedder:

Detecting virus in semen

The virus isolation (VI) test is the internationally recognised test for the detection of EAV in semen.

A whole ejaculate of semen should be sent to a laboratory; a second whole ejaculate should be collected at least seven days later and sent to the same laboratory. Transport requirements (eg cooling) should be arranged with the laboratory. If EAV is detected in either sample, the stallion is a shedder. He must be kept in isolation and not be used for any breeding activities while he is still shedding, unless permitted under an official licence.

In the event of negative results for both semen samples, experience has shown that it is advisable to confirm these results by test mating.

Test mating

This must be done in strict isolation and under veterinary supervision. The stallion and mares must have no contact with other horses. The following procedure should be followed:

- Identify at least 2 seronegative mares;
- Take and store blood samples from each and then isolate the mares. Consult the testing laboratory about storage conditions;
- Mate each mare twice a day with the stallion on 2 consecutive days;
- Keep the mares in isolation;
- After 28 days, take blood samples and send them, with the pre-isolation samples, to the laboratory.

If the mares remain seronegative, the stallion is unlikely to be a shedder and can be released after a clinical examination.

If one or more mares become seropositive, the stallion is a shedder. He must be kept in isolation and not be used for breeding activities while he is shedding, unless this is permitted specifically under an official licence.

Seropositive mares must remain in isolation until they have a stable or declining antibody level in two sequential blood tests taken at an interval of at least 14 days.
APPENDIX 6

Guidelines on Isolation

The Codes of Practice often refer to the isolation of horses. In the biosecurity sense, ‘isolation’ means a separate facility with separate staff, separate protective clothing, separate utensils/equipment and thorough steam cleaning and disinfection of stables between each occupant. Ideally, isolation areas should be able to operate as separate premises from their main operations, including having their own dedicated accesses.

Premises

1. The isolation facility should be a separate, enclosed building of sound, permanent construction, capable of being cleansed and disinfected effectively.

2. It must not be possible for other horses to approach within 100 metres of the isolation facility while it is in use.

3. An adequate supply of fresh, clean water must be available at all times for the isolated horses and for cleaning purposes.

4. Adequate supplies of food and bedding material for the whole of the isolation period must be made available and stored within the isolation facility before isolation commences.

5. Equipment and utensils used for feeding, grooming and cleansing must be used only in the isolation facility.

6. Protective clothing must be available at the entrance to the isolation facility and not be taken outside of this facility.

7. A separate muck heap should be used within the isolation facility.

Procedures

1. Before use, all fixed and moveable equipment and utensils for feeding, grooming and cleansing within the isolation facility must be disinfected using an approved disinfectant.

2. Attendants of the isolated horses must have no contact with any other horses during the isolation period.

3. The isolation period for all isolated horses shall be deemed to start from the time of entry of the last horse.

4. No person may enter the isolation facility unless specifically authorised to do so.

5. When no attendants are on duty, the facility must be locked securely to prevent the entry of unauthorised persons.
APPENDIX 6

Guidelines on Isolation - continued

If such strict measures are not possible in practice, the owner/manager of the premises where isolation is needed should devise their own isolation programme and procedures in conjunction with the attending veterinary surgeon and if appropriate with additional input from a recognised expert in equine infectious disease control. These might include, for example:

- The designation of a yard and associated paddock as an isolation area in a geographically separate area of the premises, ideally such that it operates completely independently of the main premises.

- The designation of individual staff to work in the isolation facility with separate protective clothing and approved disinfectants as and when required. Ideally these individuals should not be involved with work on the rest of the premises during periods of isolation if this is practically not possible or they should complete their work on the rest of the premises before entering the isolation area. They should not return to other areas of the premises thereafter that day and until they have showered and had a change of clothes.

- The establishment of ‘standard procedures’ for dealing with occurrences of equine infectious disease on a premises, the precise details of which should be agreed with the attending veterinary surgeon and if appropriate with additional input from a recognised expert in equine infectious disease control as they might vary according to individual circumstances.
There is significant potential for transmission of infectious disease during transport. Cleanliness and hygiene on board all forms of transport is the responsibility of the vehicle owner in private transport and the vehicle operator in contracted transport. The following notes are for guidance in either case.

1. Vehicles should be cleaned and disinfected frequently and regularly, using approved disinfectants capable of killing bacteria and viruses.
2. Vehicles should be cleaned before horses are loaded.
3. Prior vaccination of horses may reduce the risk of disease transmission during transport. Ideally, these should be booster vaccinations but, if horses have not been vaccinated previously, then sufficient time should be allowed before transport for both primary and secondary vaccinations to produce adequate immunity.
4. When mixed loads (e.g., breeding and competition horses; pregnant and non-pregnant mares) are unavoidable, give careful consideration to the categories of horses which are transported together so as to minimise the disease risk (e.g., risk to pregnant mares of EHV-1 infection; risk of spread of EVA infection).
5. Horses should only travel if they are considered fit to do so by a veterinary surgeon.
6. Sick animals should not be transported except when they are travelling to obtain veterinary treatment. If transport of such horses is unavoidable, they must not be put in mixed loads without the consent of other owners (or those authorised to act on their behalf) of horses in that load. Veterinary advice should be taken.
7. If horses or their in-contacts are ill on, or shortly after, arrival at their destination, veterinary advice should be taken and the sick horses isolated if necessary. The transport operator should be informed at once and should then inform other clients with animals in the same load.
8. Facilities should, if necessary, be made available for cleaning/mucking out of lorries at premises where loading / unloading stops are made.
# Appendix 8

## Information on Vaccines Available

Information on vaccines available (at the time of review, November 2017) in the UK and relevant to the HBLB Codes of Practice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand name</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Licensed use according to manufacturer’s datasheet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equip Artervac*/**</td>
<td>Zoetis</td>
<td>For the active immunisation of horses and ponies against equine arteritis virus (EAV) in order to reduce clinical signs and shedding of virus in bodily secretions after infection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equip EHV - 1,4</td>
<td>Zoetis</td>
<td>For active immunisation of horses to reduce clinical respiratory signs due to infection with EHV-1 and EHV-4 and to reduce abortion caused by EHV-1 infection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equip F</td>
<td>Zoetis</td>
<td>For active immunisation of horses against EI, to reduce clinical signs of shedding of virus after infection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equilis Prequenza</td>
<td>MSD Animal Health</td>
<td>For active immunisation of horses against EI to reduce clinical signs of shedding of virus after infection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proteq Flu</td>
<td>Boehringer Ingelheim</td>
<td>For active immunisation of horses against EI, to reduce clinical signs and shedding of virus after infection.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Equip EHV-1,4*** Zoetis For active immunisation of horses to reduce clinical respiratory signs due to infection with EHV-1 and EHV-4 and to reduce abortion caused by EHV-1 infection.

Veterinary advice should be sought on the choice, timing and administration of any vaccine. *Veterinary surgeons and horse owners should be aware that the current datasheet requirement for the only inactivated EAV vaccine currently licensed for use in Europe (Equip Artervac) is for six monthly boosters and not 12 monthly (annual) boosters as was originally the case for this vaccine. This has been the requirement since April 2005, when the vaccine was granted a full market authorisation by the Veterinary Medicines Directorate (VMD) in the UK. Noncompliance with this booster interval requirement may necessitate investigation of the viral shedding status of stallions by Defra/APHA under the Equine Viral Arteritis Order 1995.

Vaccination is recommended as one means of aiding the prevention of disease. The listing of vaccines above is for information purposes only and does not imply endorsement of the products by the HBLB, its Veterinary Advisory Committee or Sub-Committees. The information given is accurate at the time of printing.
### Glossary of terms used in the Codes of Practice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aerobically</td>
<td>In the presence of oxygen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antibody</td>
<td>Protective protein produced by the body in response to the presence of a virus or bacteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervix</td>
<td>Neck of the uterus opening into the vagina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clitoris</td>
<td>A body of tissue found just inside the vulva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDTA blood</td>
<td>Blood sample which has been prevented from clotting by the addition of ethylenediamine tetra-acetic acid (EDTA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endometrium</td>
<td>Tissue that forms a lining inside the uterus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genitalia</td>
<td>Genital (i.e., reproductive) organs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guttural pouch</td>
<td>Two large sacs connected to the tube (eustachian) between the horse’s ear and throat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heparinised blood</td>
<td>Blood sample which has been prevented from clotting by the addition of heparin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunofluorescence</td>
<td>A test that uses a specific antibody and a fluorescent compound to detect a specific organism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaundice</td>
<td>Condition in which a yellow colour can be seen in the mouth, eye and vagina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microaerophilically</td>
<td>In the virtual absence of oxygen (10% of carbon dioxide)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasopharyngeal Swab</td>
<td>Swab taken from the nose and throat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oestrus/Oestrous Period</td>
<td>In heat or in season</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placenta</td>
<td>Membrane which surrounds the fetus in the uterus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urethra</td>
<td>Tube through which urine is discharged from the bladder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uterus</td>
<td>Womb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venereal Disease</td>
<td>A sexually transmitted disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vulva</td>
<td>External opening of the vagina</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### List of Laboratories Approved for Testing for CEM in Ireland - 2020*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laboratory</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anglesey Lodge Equine Hospital, The Curragh Co Kildare</td>
<td>045 521373 / 045 521495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal Health Laboratories Ltd, Shinagh House, Dunmanway Road, Bandon, Co Cork.</td>
<td>023 8854100 / 8854103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FarmLab Diagnostics</td>
<td>071 - 9630792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emlagh Lodge, Elphin, Co. Roscommon</td>
<td><a href="mailto:info@farmlab.ie">info@farmlab.ie</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fethard Equine Diagnostic Laboratory, Fethard Equine Hospital, Fethard, Co.Tipperary.</td>
<td>052 9156353 / 6131370 / 6131371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fermoy Vet Lab Services, Glenabo, Duntaheen Road, Fermoy, Co Cork.</td>
<td>025 33060 / 31345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(J.P. O'Donnell), Sycamore Lodge, Curragh, Co. Kildare.</td>
<td>045 441562 / 434545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Irish Equine Centre, Johnstown, Naas, Co. Kildare.</td>
<td>045 866266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratoath Veterinary Clinic, Ratoath, Co Meath</td>
<td>01 - 8256213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troytown Grey Abbey Equine Laboratory, Green Road, Kildare, Co. Kildare.</td>
<td>045 521686 / 521686 / 522390</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This list is correct as of 21/11/19. For the most up to date information, please see www.agriculture.gov.ie/farmingsectors/horses